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Salary disparities raise questions
ers and the many other classifications of staff whose hourly wage
barely stretchesintothedouble digits.
But what aboutthe other end of
the SU pay scale? Shouldn't campuscommunity members also have
aresponsibility to ask, CouldI
survive if Iwere making almost
$200,000 a year? WouldIbeable
to comfortably raise a family in a
house worth almost $1million?
Suddenly, answers come much
more easily.
According to last year's 990 tax
filings paperwork that all nonprofit agenciesarefederallyrequired
to makepublic Law SchoolDean
Rudolph Haslearned$18 1,500and
School ofScience and Engineering
Dean George Simmons made

Can SU's mission
be afiscal reality?
Sara Bader
Features Editor
Couldyousurvive earningeight
dollarsan hour? Philip Irwin, Associate Vice President of Human
Resources, questions. Could you
support afamily ifyou werepaid
eight dollars anhour?
It's obvious that Irwinoften seriously considers the cost of living in
today's world. But his ponderings
are not entirely rhetorical. Every
day, he deals with the lowest paid
non-faculty staff at SeattleUniversity, allof the workers whose minimumpayisintheeight-dollarrange:

—

—

$135,000, making them the two

dishwashers, custodians, laundry
assistants,assistantgroundsgarden-

highest paid employees other than
administrators.
Also, thedocumentsrevealed

SU Loans to select employees
____^

Rudolph Hasl,
Dean of Law
School

IAmount IReceived on
$850.000

2000

Joseph Phillips,

DeanofAlbers
School of
$376.000
Business
Denis Ransmeier,
VP of Finance
and Investments $327,300

2001

1994

Luth Tenorio,
formerDean of

$270,000
George Simmons,
Dean of Science
and Engineering $225,000
Mary Walker,
Dean of Nursing

1993

Nursing

School

1998

I $30,000|

2001

Source: 990 t»x filing!

that the UniversityloanedHasl
$850,000 onApril 17, 2000, to
buyahouse. Simmonsreceived
$225,000 on November 25,
1998, for the samereason.Each

loan carried a seven percent
interest rate anda five-year repayment term.

"The Board of Trustees approvesloans for vicepresidents
and deans when they need to

relocate from elsewhere in the
country," Vice President of Finance and Investments Denis
Ransmeier, who himself received a $327,000 house loan
in 1994, explained."The University can make a short term

See Salaries on page 6

JEREMY EDWARDS / PHOTO EDITOR

Rudolph Hasl receivedan $850,000 loanfrom SU to buya house (above) when herelocated to Seattle.

Arrupe worker

work,"Odegaard saidwhileclutching acupofcoffee.

There are potatoes in theoven to her right and she
has just finished packing a pasta salad away in the
refrigerator. She has worked inkitchens for 25 years
now, and has never been more satisfied with her
employer.She getsmedical insurance,dental, vision, i

thankfulfor
benefits
JAMLIA JOHNSON
Opinion Editor

MaryOdegaardwakesup inherGreenwoodhome
and meets her carpool three days a week.

into a mutual fund account for her retirement.
"In this industry these benefits are unheard of.
Social security willnever cut it,but the Jesuits take
care of me," Odegaard said.
A salary schedule provided by the Human Re-

They travel through the infamous emerald city
trafficand arrive atSeattle University'sArrupeJesuit
housing.Unlike manypeople in the work force, the
53-year-old Odegaard doesn't fake sick days, com- sources department, workersin theJesuit housingare
plainaboutgoingto work,oreven layinbeddreading the lowest paid workers oncampus. Butin the case of
Odegaard,a salary isn't everything.She has found a
thealarm clock.
Odegaard has a different relationship with her second family, and they have assured her a future
occupation.
when sheretires.
"I love waking up in the morning and going to
Wages on page 6

See

Clubs
get cash
TONISUTTON

Staff Reporter

SEAN HEID

/

ASb bDITOR

Quadstock 2002 wasaday filled with sunshine,food, drinks, andbands includingLeft HandSmoke {secondfrom left) andNashville Connection (right).

Freshmen disenchanted by lottery
SHRINDA MITCHELL
Staffßeporter

versity ResidenceLifeusedthelot-

Freshmenresidentsarenothappy

withthenew lottery systemrecently
implemented for student room assignments.
This is the first yearSeattleUni-
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.
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Sophomores and juniors had priterysystem as amethodindistribut- ority overthe freshmenandreceived
ing room assignments to students. the highernumbersandearlier time
Students who currently live in the slotsfor the lottery. Thelottery took
residence halls received their num- placeMay22at6p.m.inBellarmine
bers in their mailboxes,along with Hall. Students arrivedabout ahalf
an assigned time to arrive for the an hour earlier than their assigned
lottery.
time to make sure they did notmiss
their number.
A&E
12-13
Inpreviousyears,Residence Life
required
returningresidentsandnew
14
ASSU
residents
tofill out an application to
15
Classifieds
request aspecific roomassignment.
Personals
15
The officials of Residence Life
16 wouldthen review the applications
Campus Voice

and assign the students a roomand
roommate(s).Soeachindividual in

eachclassyearhad thesamechances
of getting their ideal room assignment. The students did not find out
the results of their requests until
notified by mail in August. Residence Life tried to meet student
preferences, but was not able to
fulfill all of them.
The Assistant Director of Residence Life,BryanGould, statedthat
they designed the lottery to meet

See Lottery on page 4

ASSU recently made the decision to allocate $15,000 that would
have been spent on ASSU scholarships to theclubsappropriation fund.

Theyfeelthisdecision will greatly
impact the success of club events,
programs,speakers,etc. on campus
and the new possibility and venue
of the student center.
It goesinto acumulative plan that
ASSUhasbeen laying tostrengthen
the student body, through empowerment of leadership

development

andfinancial ability withintheclubs.
"We cut this money from our
scholarship fund, in the hopes that
the extramoney that will be allocated to the clubs andorganizations
for differentevents willbuild more
community on this campus," Scan
O'Neill, 2002-2003 ASSU President, said.

Originally, in an effort to raise

See Scholarships on 7
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Editorial
Student body speaks up—

This week the Opinion page was overrun with Letters to the Editor
many of which will not run in our print version this week.But the issues
brought up in thelettersthat haverun,andthe ones thatdid notmake it onto
the page,show that although the yearis ending, thestudentsofSU aremore
involved than ever.
A Letter to the Editor came in-part of which is on page three
addressing the cancelation of the Addiction Studies program. TheSpectator wasunawareof the program's demise. With this being the final issue
for the school year,it is a true honor that these students wrote a letter to
inform all of us. The original letter had five students expressing their
experiences withthe addictionprogram. Due tospace constraints theother
students were cut, but there is more than just aLetter to the Editor here.
There is also a judgment to make. Should students accept that the
Addiction Studies programis gone,or should they fight for it?TheLetter
to the Editor suggested there had been apetition.
It is alwaysrefreshing when students takeaction for what they believe
in.
Speaking of action, on Tuesday, two women came down to The
Spectator, asking if it was too late to get a story into the last issue.
Unfortunately,there wasnotenough time toget a writeronto the story they
suggested. The women were part of a larger group petitioning to turn an
adjunct. Dr.GregSpridias, into afull-time SU professorin the Chemistry
department.
Thisis not thekindofaction expectedbystudents at theendof the school
year. It has beensaid that Spring quartercorrupts students.Itmakes them
think that they are the only ones alive,andmakes them slack off on their
responsibilities.Thatis not the case at SU, or at least not this year.
JohnDierks sent a riveting,but far too long,Letterto theEditor in which
he quoted Fredrick Douglass: "Find out just what any people will quietly
submit to, andyouhavetheexactmeasure ofthe injustice and wrongwhich
will be imposed on them."
Dierks' purpose for his letter was to show his discontent about bags
beingsearchedby school officials for securitypurposes. ThisLetter to the
Editor will be available on the website only (www.seattleu.edu/student/

—

Some Native Hawaiians are
using law suit like a lotto ticket

spec).
Then there were the plentiful responses questioning Austin Burton's
coWnm qw vV\e va\\d\Vy of *Y\e death pet\a\vy Uis a\ways nice to know
someone is reading The Spectator. Apparently a lot of people were,
because there have been a significant number of responses to his piece.
Students have indeed finished the year' off strong.Hopefullynext year
we can pick up right where we leftoff.

.

Two members of the Editorial Board are graduating on the
16th of this month. They have thoughtfully and intelligently
put forth important ideas in this small corner of the paper.
Although the space is small their ideas have been mammoth.
Goodbye to Alexis Juday-Marshall,Editor-in-Chief and Amy
Baranski.Managing Editor. The school will miss your witty
insight and genuine concern for the rights and dignity of the
students at this university.

reparationsin the formof bothland
and money. But, what did Native
Hawaiians own in 1893?
To wit,if Native Hawaiians did
not possess land, then it could not
have been stolen, and if it was not
stolen, then thereis no basis for an

My second reason for not supporting the Native Hawaiianreparation movement is that the United
States government is not the only
party at fault, and therefore should
not be burdened withpaying 100%
of the damages sought in this ac-

argument of past injustice.

tion.
The truth is that the 1893 over-

Census records from the period
immediately preceding the 1893
overthrow reveal that 91%ofall of
Hawaii's private land was owned

throw involved several local organizations(i.e.HonoluluRifles Association)incollaboration with the

by non-Hawaiians.
U.S. government.
Furthermore, allof the governThe fact that Native Hawanans
ment andCrown(monarchy)lands are seekingreparations only from
werecontrolled not byprivateciti- the United States governmenteviIam part Hawaiian. If the Su- zens but by government officials, dences the fact that Hawaiians are
premeCourt rules in favor of sev- the majority of whom were non- notinterested inseekingjusticefrom
eral lawsuits brought against the Hawaiians.
all parties, but are rather pursuing
Looking at these facts, it is clear the United States in an attempt to
U.S.governmentby NativeHawaiians,then this fact alone will make thatNativeHawaiianshad verylittle maximizetheirrecovery.
Namely, Native
me eligible for a share of
$400
nearly
billion that
Hawaiians arebehavThe Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- the
NativeHawaiians
are
seeking like most other
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcoming as reparations for
plaintiffs in multiplevery
only
fact, there is
mentaries REFLECT THE OPINIONSOF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECAmerica's "illegal" occudefendant lawsuits:
ESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle University or its pation of the HawaiianIssmall percentage
of they are chasing the
lands
STUDENT BODY.
"deeppockets" of the
Now,just to make clear
the
wealthiest defendant,
my stanceonthis subject,I
who in this case happopulation that could
do believe that America's
penstobe theU.S gov1893 acquisition of the
feasibly argue that they
Hawaiian Kingdom was
My finalreason for
S BATTLE ♥— U MIVERSITY
illegal. Hawaii,at thetime
not
supportingNative
land.
robbed of
keeping watchSince1933
of the American occupaHawaiian reparations
tion, was a self-governing
Alexis Juday-Marshall,Editor-in- Alyssa Berg,Staff Photographer
is simple: shit hapwith
allof
EditorialArtist
nation-state
the
Cooper,
pens.
Seth
Human history
Chief
Ra,
atrocities,and
powers
Artist
is
of
Amy Baranski, ManagingEditor
Editorial
afforded
thereto.
full
Jeff
However,
not
Ribeiro,
LuisaCuejlar,Lead Story Editor
On-Line
Editor
I
do
believe
that
Nacontrol
over
Hawaii'slands
in
is
not
person
1893.
there
a
alive
who can
Justin
NicoleRetana,News Editor
AliHiggs,Business Manager
tiveHawaiians are entitled to repa- In fact, there is only a very small tell me that their ancestors were
WaylenLeopoldino,Advertising
rations of any kind from the U.S. percentage (if any) of the Native untouched by capitalism,colonialJamila Johnson, OpinionEditor
SaraBader,Features Editor
government for the following rea- Hawaiianpopulation thatcould even ism and/or war.
Manager
sons.
Scan Reid, A&EEditor
Tomas Guillen, Advisor
feasiblyargue thatthey wererobbed
This is notto say that such forces
First, reparations are payments of land.
Austin Burton,Sports Editor
CarlBergquist,Staff writer
are acceptable,but rather that they
VilijaSimaitis,Copy Editor
made tocorrect past injustices, not
CherylFarrish, Staff writer
Thelegalactions currently raised area part of life. Americans inparBridget O'Connell,Copy Editor
Boyle,
writer
payments made to help those who on behalf of all Native Hawaiians
John
ticularhave got themselves intothe
Staff
JeremyEdwards,Photo Editor
Melissa Sweat,Staff writer
are disadvantaged through no fault are therefore misinformed and de- habit of thinking that they are due
of their own.
ceptive. Until Native Hawaiians something monetaryeverytime they
The Spectator is the official student newspaper of Seattle
There isa difference here. In the amendtheirclaims torecognize the areinjured,hurt,orconfused. Inmy
University. Itis published everyThursday, except during
present debate. Native Hawaiians relatively small percentage of na- opinion, it is not the U.S.
holidays andexamination periods, for a totalof 28 issues during are claiming that the United States tives that are actually eligible for government'sresponsibility to pay
the 2001-2002 academic year.
occupation of Hawaii resulted in reparations, I don't think that the for the shortcomings ofNative Hathe theft of Native Hawaiian lands, United States should make any ef- waiians and other indigenous
POSTMASTER:Send address changes to: The Spectator,Seattle
peoples.
and they are therefore demanding fort to address theircomplaints.
University,900 Broadway, Seattle, WA 98122. U.S.P.S. No.2783

CHERYL FARRISH
Spectator Columnist

In

in

i

a
(if any)
Native Hawaiian
even

i

—

were

"
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Public Saftey often
blocks the doorway
to rational thought

KIRA KANDO

Spectator Columnist

You're ina fine arts class where
you need access to a studio to do a
lovely thing called art. Supposedly
you have access to that particular
studiobecause your name is on a
list with Public Safety. But, what
happens if your teacher possibly
neglects to put your name on the
list? What if, by chance, you had
some project to do, assigned two
days before itwasdue? What if you
needed to getinto thatroomas soon
as possible because it was the only
timethat fit in your schedule,since
a majority of students work, commute, and go to school, yet you
were denied? Youhad proof ofbeingin thatclass along with proof of
being a student. But you were still
denied.
Now I
know for afactIamnot the
only one that has had to deal with
Public Safety's ridiculous policy
about letting students into particular rooms.Before Igo on,Iwant to
state that Iunderstand why thereis
a policy and why it needs to be

followed for the safety of the expensive things contained in those
rooms. Ihave no doubt that our
tuition moneyhasgone towardthese
expensive items. Ialso want tostate
that in no way amI"bashing" any
type oflaw enforcement group because Ihavea lot of respect for all
types oflaw enforcement,especially
sinceIwork foralaw enforcement
agency.
However, what everhappened to
people having common sense? I
needed to get into the editing room
and Iwas willing todo everything
and anythingpossible,in a respectful fashion of course, to prove that
Iwas allowedintothatroom. Ihad
a feelingmy professor didn't send
out a list of people to get into the
room but Ifigured reason would
work boy, was Imistaken.
Iwent to Public Safety saying I
was willingtoproveIwas astudent
in that class and thatIwanted them
to come with me to the room because I
only needed access for less
than two minutes. The whole pur-

—

I'm unpleasantly surprised at the
Spectator's coverage of the band
NashvilleConnection inlastweek's
issue.
All of the bands playing at
Quadstock that wereincluded inthe

pose of me getting into this room
—
was to grab four tapes and leave
noteven use theequipment. At one
point, Ieven suggested I
go with
themand they walk in theroomand
Iwould tellthemexactly wherethe
tapes were because Iwas trying to
make the least hassle possible. I
also suggested going onto
suonline.edu so they could check
my schedule and see that Iindeed
was a student in thatclass.
Theyhadlists from twoprevious
wasin had
quarters that the class I
access to that room,only this quarter there was no list. But still,you
would think if two out of the three
classeshas access to theroom then
this quarter'slist waseither forgottenormisplaced,right? But afteral1
is saidand done, with my patience
and respectfulnessbeing tried very
much,Iwas still notallowed. And I
did something childish when I
screamed a cuss word, flung the
door open pretty hard, and walked
fast to my room pissed as ever because the whole situation was so
ridiculous. And you want to know
the mostridiculous thingabout this
whole fiasco and just overall frustration? AllI
needed was togo into
theroom, grabfour tapes,andleave.
I
wasn'teven asking for the key to
stay in there for hours on end; less
then 2 minutes in the room was all
Iwas asking for.
pay way toomuch
I'msorry but I
money to go to this school and be
denied access to facilities that are
supposedly forall students,right? I
understand why there need to be
such measures, because you can't
trust people,andtheywilltake things
outofroomsthat willcost theschool
evenmore money.
Now ifIwas some punk that had
no proof of anything from being a
student in that class to being a student of this school in general, I
would hope Public Safety would
deny me access to where ever I
wanted togo.ButIwas patient and
willing to prove Iwasa student— a
studentofthatclass trustful, and
thatIdidn'teven want access to the
roomfor more then two minutes. I
mean let's wake up to some common sense shall we?Public Safety,
you do a good job but don't let
procedures and policy dictate how
you protect this school; common
sense is a great thing if youhave it
and if youlet yourself use it; think
for yourselves.

—

have let Bryan Bingold get away
withwriting,yet again,anotherper-

sonally biased COLUMN about

However,the ArtsandEntertain-

Nashville Connection.
The campus gets more than
enough ofhis rants and ravesin his
usual column in the paper, but last
week's "article" was demeaning to
—
a legitimate band. The Spectator
or rather the Arts and Entertain—
mentEditor threw a personalslap
in the face of Nashville Connection
by letting this column run next to

Editor should be ashamed to

the other band's stories, somehow

issue except NashvilleConnection
were writtenabout in an acceptable
journalistic fashion: the stories in-

cluded interviews,facts abouttheir
music and glimpses of what to expect when they came to SU.
ment

=-
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Letters to the Editor

Idon't know how many students know this, but the Addiction Studies program is ending
it'slast yearhere at Seattle University. Thisends a longhistory
at Seattle University. The first Addiction Studies 480 Intro
class was offered in winter 1950. The certificate program was
founded in 1973. There have been 7 to 8 addictionstudies
classesoffered eachyearfor thepast five years. Each class has
had an averageof 25-30 students. So,at least200 studentsper
year have taken an Addiction Studies Course. That's 1000
studentsin five yearsalone. Mostcolleges find it difficult toget
students to sit through evenaan hour long drug prevention
lecture. Seattle Unviersity hashad thousands of studetns take
one or more such classes. Many of these students feel itis a
tragedy that this programis being cut.
I
had no intention of goinginto Addiction Studies. Itook the
classbecause it fit in my schedule, however whatIlearned in
this program has changed my life. The class gave me the
courage and empathy to understand and forgive my fathersomething Ihad struggled to do all my life.
-Michele McCue
Senior, Psychologymajor

I'm writingin response to Austin Burton's opinionpiece on
the death penalty. Ifeel that his article was absolutely
disgusting and offensive. His comments about those who are
against the death penalty are completely disrespectful. Perhaps those "fools" have abit more compassion for human life
than he does.
And there is no "easy way" to die. Even with lethal
injection, the first injection does put the prisoner to sleep, but
thentheir diaphragm and lungs "basically" become paralyzed
andtheirheart"basically"stops beating. There'salso achance
thatthere willbe abotched execution, resultinginexcruciating
pain felt by the prisoner. And if that isn'tharsh enough for
Austin, then he should be happy to know that there are states

that still use methods such as electrocution, gas chamber,
hanging, and firing squad.
Ithink Austin should alsobe awareof the fact that not a\\
prisoners who wrongfully sentenced to death are proven
innocent BEFORE they are executed. What happens then?
Oops? It'sreallynot that easy torelease someone from prison
when they are already dead, is it?
Has Austin ever heardof racial discrimination in terms of
the death penalty? Because it's actually a fact that the death
penaltyis applied unequally.
About the murderrate going down inCanadathe year after
the death penalty was abolished: "maybe themurder ratewent
downbecause lesspeople decided to killsomeone that year?"
What kindof a comment is that? Maybe the murder mte
going down could actually show that the death penalty is not

an effective deterrent. And is Austin aware that the death
penalty directly contravenes article3 of 'The UniversalDeclarationof HumanRights' as laiddownby the UnitedNations?
Also,1 don't know whyAustin thinkshe gets todetermine who
goes to heavenor not? Who are you to decide?
I
agree thatkillingis wrong,buthow can you teacha society
thatit's wrongbykilling? That seems to be a bit hypocritical.
And finally, concerning Austin's last line "Quit feeling sorry
for the sorriest that society has to offer." Ican't even express
in wordshowmuch that makes me want to vomit.
LaurenBerenstein

Junior/English
indicating that the bane
was not worth being
spotlighted in the same

true and professiona
light.
Consider the fact tha
Nashville Connection has practiced non-stop since winning the
BattleoftheBands inordertogive
a greatperformance at Quadstock
Consider the fact that many students are moreexcited to see them
perform than the otherbands they
have neverheardof before.
Consider the fact that Bingold
told the Arts and Entertainmen
editor thathe had triedhis hardest
—
to get in touch with the band

siderthe factthatevery memberof
Nashville Connection is on campusandaccessible everyday while
the bands professionally covered
in this paper had to be reached
throughphone interviews.
Consider the fact thatNashville
Connection was playing, to the
full knowledge of the Arts and
Entertainment Editor,in thebuildingright nextdoor whentheeditor
decided to run Bingold's trash.
To allowsuch serious prejudice
to show is crappy journalism. Regardless of anyone's personal

opinion,Nashville Connection deservedthesame coverageas every
other band playing at Quadstock.

meaningthatheemailedone singer
in thebandand left it at that. Con-

The Spectator " June 6, 2002

Jonathan Niegowski
Senior, Electrical Engineer

The crimes that
bring a prosecutor to seek execution
are gruesome and many times unfathomable. However, for each inconceivable story about a murder,
there are many equally disturbing
stories about defendants sentenced
to death. Considering the whole
picture forces one to remove the
emotionalreaction broughtaboutby
terribleaccounts ofmurder. Objectively,oneis forcedtoconsider dominant trends, national statistics and,
more generally,all aspects of a system that ultimately takes a human
life. This wholepicture, in theopinion of Amnesty International, highlights a capital punishment system
thatis cruel, inhumane, and degrading. This is the reason that the SU
chapter of Amnesty International
presented Death Penalty Abolition
Week.
We aim to alter the fabric of revenge that surrounds the deathpenalty. Mr. Burton writes, "in cases of
pre-mediated murder, the punishment should fit the crime." Hecontinues with the suggestion that if
someonerapes, strangles,and beats
another to death he/she should be
—
"raped... with a spiked bat and
thrown off a bridge." This
Hammurabian notion of "an eyefor
aneye"justiceestablishesan incrediblyhorrificanduncivilizedsociety.
Imaginelivingin a statewhereevery
person whois convictedof pre-mediated murder is killed. Within
Washington State, we wouldhave
killed 13 people per month since
1977.
There are countless points about
the deathpenalty which Mr. Burton
neglected to mention. Race is an
overwhelmingfactorindecidingwho
is sentenced todie. One ofthe most
tellingstatisticsis thatonlyone white
person has beenexecuted forkilling
a blackperson. Otherpoints include
the fact that America executes the
mentally disabled, and those who

commit their crimes as juveniles.
Both of these are breachesof international law, and further place
America onan island ofdeath penalty support separatefrom an international movement towards abolition. America isolates itself as the
only westerndemocracy tocontinue
the legacy of the death penalty (the
EU, for example,willnot evenconsider admitting a nation with the
death penalty).
However, even if all the above
injustices couldbe fixed,ultimately
killing is wrong. The death penalty
remains a bastion ofrevenge, not of
justice. Murder iswrongand, looked
at simply, the death penalty is premeditatedmurder by the state. This
statement does not trivializethe incredible suffering that victims and
theirfamilies endure. However,killing the perpetrators of thesecrimes
serves no function except revenge
which is a cruel and uncivilized
methodof justice.
Sincerely,
Amnesty InternationalSU

Although grammatical edits
were not made on letters to
the editor, a few content edits
were made with permission.

News
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SECURITY REPORT
Pro Wrestling Edition

AUSTIN BURTON
Sports Editor

Bobby Heenan:"That was like restroom, and after returning she realized the wallet
two trains colliding."
"Yeah,
Dusty Rhodes:
like was gone. The wallet was

described as maroon, and
contained ID cards, credit
cards, and keys.

Yeah, Iknow pro wrestling is two...uh...Amtracks collidin'."

fake. But so is every other non-

Wednesday,5/29/02
reality show. Anyway, this Secuwallet wasstolenduringQuadstock.
At 4:30 p.m., a campus commurity Report contains some of the
Gene Okerlund:"Where do you The victim said he set the wallet
nity
reportedwitnessing
member
an
unintentionally
(mostly)
funny
get the ba...guts to slap Andre?" down in the
Quad before going to
quotes from the pro wrestling automobile accident in the 10th&E.
Heenan: "I'll tell you where I the restroom, and when he came
parking
Apparently,
Columbia
lot.
world.
get the 'ba...guts.'"
back, it was gone.
CarA struckaparkedCarBand then
"I will...how you say...l will drove off. The witnessprovided the
license plate number of Car A, and
eat your lunch!"
contacted the owner of Car B, who
TheBarbarian

-

Tuesday, 5/28/02
A vendingmachine was broken
into in the Campion Hall lobby.
CampusPublic Safety found signs
offorcible entry,and some money
was missing from the coin and
cashboxes. Theincident was reported to the Seattle Police Department, and the vending company has sinceinstalled a security
bar on themachine.

Thursday,5/30/02
"You want me to show you
On 10th & E. Marion at 2:30
mercy,
huh? Well too bad: It's
p.m., afight broke outbetween two
time, fool!"
filed a report with the SPD.
Blaster
Ghetto
mennot affiliated with theUniverBadNews
Brown
sity. CPS separated the men and
"Asthey sayaroundhere:Mama
identified them. Each man said the
Friday, 5/31/02
said, 'It just bees like dat some- otherhadhithim.SPD wasnotified
tahmes!"'
At 11:45p.m.,fight occurrednear
of the situationandis investigating.
-Sid Viseioiis
10th &E. Columbia.
"Did your parents build you a
Oneofthepeople involved who
Wednesday, 5/29/02
swing set facing the wall?"
apparently won the fight,as he was
Roddy Piper
A student had her wallet stolen
called the "suspect" ranoff when
CPS approached.
from theLemieux Library. The vicstudy
she
lefther
carol(the
He was later caught on the West
Friday,
tim said
5/31/02
rooms
to
to
go
library)
campus
community
little
inthe
the
A
member's side of the Murphy Apartments.

—

—

—

-

The "victim" (a.k.a. the loser)
reported theincident toSPDand
the suspect was taken into custody.
got 22.
"Youwanna play 21;I
You wanna playblackjack...!
got two of those too."
Jake "The Snake" Roberts

-

Saturday, 6/1/02
At 1 a.m., a student started to
feel sick near Bellarmine Hall's
Northentrance.CPSandtheResident HallDirector helpedthe student sit down and rest. He said
he'ddrank a lot of beerand ate a
lot of food in a short period of
time. After he felt better the student went to hisroom.

Quadstock wins over bands and crowd

AUSTINBURTON

Sports Editor
Clarence regalado
Staff Reporter
Scan Reid
A&EEditor

a good job, but it's rough. This is
our last venue together."
Aragtag setoflate twenty-some-

things fromBoston in T-shirtsand
jeans, Recycled Percussion presented SU with theirtrademarkperformance of uniquely "recycled"
instruments. The group played
methodic rhythms off bins, buckets, and pieces of scrap found in
dumps, not to mention one
bandmate's own ab muscles. Per-

recommended,thoughnotrequired,
by eventprogrammers toconsume
"Howmany are drunk already?" onlyone beverage perhour during
one bandmatespokeintothemicro- the garden's four hours of operaphone in between songs. A few tion.
the gents in the honesthandspokedupwards within
"Thefun ofthebeergardenisnot

along with those in front of the

The obviously tight-knit reggae
group Mystic Rising, began to a
cold reception but eventually inspiredafew onlookerstoswayalong
and bounce to their songs. After a

stage.

shout out to
Quadstock beergarden,leadvocal- the audiencearoundthe Quad founistand guitaristDanielPakgaveout tain area.
a shameless plugfor theband's next
"It wasflattening that theypicked
show andbidded the crowdadieu. us," said Andrew Scaglione, who
The soul-full and jazzy group A playsbass forLeft HandSmoke."It
Bird of Passage garnered a more wasreally cool."

QUADSTOCK.
SEAC's annual combo of music
and entertainment for the SU campus drew 1,195 students and campus visitors on Friday, May 31. In
addition tofood, games, andlots of cussion drew cheers throughout friendlier repoire with the crowd,
beer for the 21-and-over folk, the their time in the spotlight, espe- made evident by their charismatic
eventhosted fivebands whosestyles cially when their outlandish meth- attitude in between songs.
ranged from reggae to STOMP- ods produced a chainsaw and helFinally, at around 9:30 p.m.,
like percussion.
meted heads banging insuccession Quadstock headliner Left Hand
The opening act was Nashville on garbagecans.
Smoke took the stage and pulled
Connection, the SU-based country
Twolocal Seattle bands filledthe everyone together with its bluesy,
band who won SEAC's Battle of void in between the frenzy of Re- rock tunes.
cycledPercussionandopenerNashthe Bands in March.
The local Seattle band was fin"It's always tough tobe the ones ville Connection, though their ishing the very last leg of their restarting out, with the crowd filter- crowds weredecidedlysparser. Still, cent tour at SU. Once again,musiing in," Zac Hustad, NC guitarist both seemed to find their ownlittle cians onstage tapped the beer garandSU senior, said."I think wedid niche in a few students' hearts.
den attendeesfor laughs and shouts,

forstudentstogetdrunk, just toadd
to theevent inthe sameway having
Pepsi or lemonade for studentsunder21is," Will Smith,SEAC presi-

dent said.

No major incidents of safety or
aside,
games
though,
emergency
Fun and
it
medicalneeds occurred,
shouldbe knownthatSEAC didn't according Mike Sletten, head of
advocate excessive drinking at this Campus Public Safety. In contrast
year's Quadstock. In fact, to curb to the past three years, most stuthe notorious tipsy and unruly be- dents throughout the festival rehaviorprevalentin yearspast,SEAC mainedincident free,and the logisjoined a moderate drinking pledge tical layout of the booths and beer
dubbed "Zero to Four, No More" garden, Sletten said, was well orcreated by the Office of Student ganized and helped safetyofficials
Activities and the Wellness and work together easily.
Prevention Center. Quadstock visiSmith reported that the total attors over 21 were givenonly four tendance at Quadstock, including
drink tickets to thebeer garden,and volunteers,numbered about 1450.
"It was outstanding; wehadmore
studentsthan we' ye everhadinthe
past," Smith said.
From front page
assignments and get the results the of the freshmen she talked to were consuming and disorganized," »
same day. Freshmen were a little very upset about the room assign- Sanchez said.
student preferences more success- irritated with their selection.
Despite what happened to the
ments they received.
people
freshmen,
not
were
Gouldstatedhe has reget
fully than they before.
"Some
did
what
"Because thefreshmen
stuck
"With the lottery system, stu- they wanted because the number with thelowernumbers, by the time ceivedmore praises for the lottery
, system than complaints.He also
dents receive confirmation of their
room assignments the same day
statedthatofficials at Residence
theymake therequest," Gouldsaid.
Life believethe lottery wassucwere stuck withthe lower cessful, because more students
Another aspect of the lottery
pointed out by Gould, was that if
numbers, by the time their numbers wereable toget whatthey wanted

Lottery: an improvement on the system but not perfect

■■■-■

"freshmen

for any reason students thatcould

not make it due to class or other
engagements, a proxy form was
available.Students wereable tosign

off on this form, which would enable another student or friend to
claim a roomfor them.

were

called allthe good rooms were
gone...They felt it was time

consuming

only because it made Residential Life operations better, but
because it is a service for the
students, that gives them more
control," Gould said.

"
disorganized.

and
Saunatina Sanchez,Freshman

'The lottery provided students
representative
with more control and ownership
over their room assignments, before they didnot have that liberty," they got was too low," freshman their numbers were called all the
Gould said.
Elizabeth Kam, who currently re- good rooms were gone. The freshAlthough, many students ac- sides in the dorms, said.
men hadtosplit-up fromtheir roomFreshman
knowledged theidea ofhaving the
representative mate or take aroomona lessdesirfreedom to pick their own room SaunatinaSanchez statedthat most able floor. They felt it was time

now than they couldbefore.
"We feel the lottery system
was extremely successful, not

Now that the lottery system

will be used in the future,
Sanchez and Gould plan to meet
before the end of the quarter to
discussideas for waysto make the
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Students and faculty evaluate the evaluations
JAMILA JOHNSON

learning. As an example of active the college.
Comments likethese suggestthat learning the form gives anexample
"This project was undertaken in
evaluation marks.
there are real problems with the ofgroup work.There aremorecom- response to student's and profesJust over65 percent of students forms.
ponentstoactivelearning other than sors' widespread feelings of disFaculty expressed sincere con- just group work. Lecture based content with the current course
said faculty "never" tries to influcernovermany aspectsof the forms classes, like the one this professor evaluation process," Senior History
ence student responses.
Yet, 5 1.1 percentof facultythem- as well.
teaches,can haveactivediscussion, and Englishmajor JohnCallansaid.
faculty
selvesindicatedfaculty"frequently"
Callan is a member of the ColOne
memberadmittedthat but his students often mark him
although
or"occasionally" tries to influence
his scores have been high down. They give
like lege Society,andhe is unsure of the
't comments
student responses on the forms and
"Hedoesn have group work." next steps now that the data has
Another aspect that come back.
only eight and a half percent
"It is still up in the air right nowfaculty
complained
indicated that
did
not tryandinfluence stu>ut was the ten- with it being the end of the school
thatsuchevalu- year. This is going to be a long
A majority of faculty
ations cause in thede- process," Callanexplained.
According to Callan the results
(70.2 percent) thinks stupartment
"The student evalua- couldbe used in a number of ways.
dents take theevaluations seriously. However, the comz tion is used to intimidate The College of Arts and Sciences
mentexpressedmost frequently
faculty and then thereby may look outside of the school to
was apathy.
createan environment in the another Seattle University school
college of defensiveness and (i.e. Alber etc.) and mimic their
for the past 10 years, he has
"The forms are fine but the students just don't care," said one stu- learned nothing of value about his petty behavior," one faculty mem- evaluation forms.
ber wrote on the evaluation.
Another possible way this infordent in their response.There were teaching methods.
Society,
faculty
College
member is upset
The
the group mation could lead is to theupheaval
similar responses,such as:"Overall
Another
who
facilitated
the
is an of the writtenevaluation.But it is
designed.
against
survey,
the evaluations are well
with the bias
lecture based
However, if the evaluations were classes. He explains that one-fifth advisory board to the Dean of the still too early to tell how the inforposted to students they might put of the part of the evaluation that CollegeofArtand Sciences, formed mation gathered will be impleforth more effort and time in RE- judges teachers focuses on active ofstudents from departments within mented to improve the school.
was the conceptof faculty influenc-

Opinion Editor

ALLY evaluating the professor."

ing students inorder to obtain high

A majority ofstudentsin theCollege of Arts and Sciences want the
numerical resultsof course evaluations madepublic according the results of a survey conducted by the
College Society.
Over 67 percent of the 514 students surveyed werein favorof the
publicdisplaying of course evaluation results.
One student's response to the
question of how to improve the

Julty

formsstated, "Publishtheresults so

people will take it more seriously
and know the facts."
Some faculty agreed with the
notion to publish results.
"I wouldlike tosee acomparison
ofmy scores withbothSU faulty as
a whole, and with my department
faculty. At another institution,these
results were printed on the result
forms of professors," one anonymous faculty member wrote.
A subject thataroseon the forms

SUB to be new theology home
CYRUS HEFFERNAN
Staff Reporter

nary a desk for any of our (25)
adjuncts, yet theyarea vitalcomponent of our academic program."
"It's a comingof age to have our
own home," he said.
When the nine-month project is
finished next May, there will be
offices and workstationsfor theentirestaff, faculty,adjuncts andgraduate assistants in the School. There
will also be a technically equipped
classroom, two seminar rooms, a
large meeting room, and a Dean's
conference room.The future use of

In the year of its goldenanniversary, the oldStudent Union Building willreceive a much-neededrenovation. Afterhavingbeen a Madison
Street fixture for the last half-century, the structure willbe vacatedas
soon as the Student Center is completed and willundergo conversion
into the new office of the School of
Theology and Ministry.
"We are currently spread out
throughout the campus," Catherine the basement has not been deterKehoe-Fallon. building committee mined.
A newcommunity roommodeled
chair for the project, said.
"We have two offices in Loyola, afterthe collegiumson campus will

development staff in the Admin
Building, one faculty member in

students to grow to 300.
Of the $4.7 millionproject cost,
the University is undertaking
fundraisingefforts for $3 million of
that with the help of the University
Advancement office.
"We are currently at $1,404,080
towards that goal," Kehoe-Fallon

Fr.Howell feels the location for the new school is
great because ofits location

right next to St. Ignatius

Chapel.
"The best theology flows
out of worship and helps to

shapehow wepraytogether,
so the chapel and our new
home can form a dynamic
memories for Kehoe-Fallon, who and symbolic relationship of
holds a degreein Psychology and a what we are all about," he
masters in Counseling from SU.
said.
"I was sitting in the Chieftain
Completed in 1952, the
during thebigColumbus Day (1965) building wasdesignedbySeearthquake," she said. "We used to attle architect John Maloney
have noon massesin the open area Maloney also designed the
on the second floor and I met my Connolly Center, Loyola
favorite boyfriend at one of those Hall, Lemieux Library and
be part of the project as well.
Xavier and Campion Halls.
"Most of our students are com- masses."
muters. They need a place to land,
Kehoe-Fallon says thatthe school
relax,study,and apredictableplace is delighted to be given the old
said.
The buildingholds somedistinct

.

Pigott, and we rent severaloffices in
the medical building south of the
to meet with their professors," Fr. Student Union Building.
Broadway garage," she said.
"We willhave anew homemuch
Speaking to the lack of adequate Howellsaid.
The larger quarters willallow the sooner than if we were to buildour
space for the school, Dean Father
Patrick Howell, SJ, said, "we have School's current enrollment of 254 own building," she said.

LONDON CALLING
Rock the UK now!

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine weekcourse features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

$465!
"

Price includes roundtrip air
to London, 3-day hostel and
4-day London Travelcard.
First 15 people to book a UK
trip get a FREE guidebook!
" Enter to WIN a FREE roundtrip

I d§

The Sisters ofProvidence
invite women to focus onfaith,
learn, pray and explorereligious life
at a weekendretreat inSeattle.
For ages 15 to 18, the dates are August 2-4.
For ages 19 to 40, the dates are August 16-18.
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Price is roundtrip from Seattle to London. Tax
not included. Restrictions apply Musttravel
by May 31.

HMtravell gjjjl©

4341 University Way NE 1314 N.E. 43rd Street, #210

206.633.5000

206,632 2448

NICOLE RETANA / NEWS EDITOR

The School of Theology and Ministry is
veryexcitedaboutthe moveto the Student
UnionBuilding where alltheir offices will
finally be in oneplace.

**
Re*
I* 1

Sisters of Providence
" challenged in ministry

"
"

supported in community
nourished by prayer

For information, please contact:
Joan Gallagher,SP, VocationDirector
(206) 932-6272

jvocdir@juno.com
www.sistersofprovidence.net
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Salaries: home loansfor
deans and vice presidents
trotn front page

sumethat wewould want to attract
the top people in their fieldin order
loan if they have tosell a house, for to teach our students. Where is the
example, and come here and get a help for them?"
house, and what we do is charge at
Seattle University officially re—
the set market rate there's nocost ported salaries for provost John
to anybodyat the University, andit Eshelman and Ransmeier, who are
makes it feasibleforpeople tocome paid$161,558 and $158,896 respechere. We have a mortgage on the tively, at the top ofthe salary listfor
property,soifsomebodydropsdead administrators. Eshelman and
or doesn't pay, it's collateral."
Ransmeier each received four perHowever, Ransmeier noted that cent raises from the previous year
since deans and vice presidents go according to the tax documents.
through such a rigorous character Simmons, who held the only concheck during the hiring process, stant highest-paid faculty position
there has never been a defaulton a fromtheprevious year,received an
loan. Ransmeier said providing almost six percent raise.
short-termhomeloansis acommon
Place these top figures nextto the
university practice throughout the lower-end salariesand throw in SU
nation and is compatible with the Jesuit mission of "students develSU's mission.
oping a sense of responsibility for
"Itmakes itpossible fortheschool themselves and the community,"
to get high-quality people here," and theequationjustdoesn'tadd up
Ransmeier said. "If theloans were for somecampus community memin any way subsidized, there might bers.
be objections: then it would be a
"Should Administrative Assisformof compensation. The way we tantsstand in foodbank lines while
workit, the loans cannever cost the the University hosts a program
students any money."
called 'A Forumon Economic JusStaff membersother than deans tice: A Living Wage and the Workand vice presidents see the loan ing Poor?'" Sonya Anne Joseph,
situation differently.
FineArts Administrative Assistant,
"Ifindita littlereprehensible that asked in a letter to the editor (see
the university can find $850,000to "SU community member speak
loan upperadministration for them out," April 1 1) afterthe University
to purchase a house when our own refused to honor an agreement to
faculty have tostruggle toget intoa raise administrativestaff wagesby
house here in Seattle or surround- about three percent next year. In
ing areas," Rose Zbiegien,English light of recent economic hardships,
Department Administrative Assis- theUniversity brokea three-yearstratant, said."If the reasoning is that
tegicplan that was supposed to raise
we, as a university, want to attract
See Discrepancies, page 7
top management, one would pre-

Information provided by: 990 tax filings, Human Resources Salary
Schedule and Faculty Pay Scale from SU's Information Manager
'Averagefor Associate Professors, including law school.

Wages: Arrupe chef happy at her job

From front page

cream pie. She makes everything
alone from scratch, and plans her
own menu.She will also provide a
'
red snapperfortheJesuits whodon t

tell her how good the food was.

When she first started, the Jesuits
Odegaardlabors 11-12hours on
wouldcome injust tomake sureshe
the days that she works.Shecomes
had everything she needed.
in and just slides into a flow that eat red meat.
"In 25 years Ihave never felt so
she has been a part of for almost
Whatsheismost impressedabout cared for. Iknow it is a feminine
four years.TodayOdegaardis mak- with the Jesuits is how they never perspective on employment but I
ing a downhome dinner:pork ribs, complain. They come in and eat think women strive for something
cabbagesaute,apple coleslaw,oven whatever she puts in front of them.
See Relationships, page 7
baked potatoes and a peaches and They come back after dinner and

End of Year Moving Sale.
IMAILBOXESETC"

-

Harvard Market Corner of Broadway & Pike
(206) 324-5600

* 10% discount offUPS shipping with Seattle University student I.D.
store customers only).
* Free pick-up (in
service from Seattle University dorms
(24-hour notice required).
BOX SALE
MOVING
"
Mail BoxesEtc. Harvard Market Corner of Broadway & Pike " Questions? 324-5600

116 x 12.5 x 12.5

. . .
.

Small Box

$2.50

$1.25

Books CDs Files Tools

[24 xlB xl^^^LargeBox

$3.50

$1.75

Pillows Computer Equipment

39 x24x 20

Ward

®PJL_^^^JL!

L£^^^^^^^^^«^£l2£liiilS

I

Allprices are valid thru August 31st
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Discrepancies: staff need to be paid at a competitive level as well
From page 6

tradition,explainedthat the current

"There are a lot of good people sary Edition of Economic Justice
for All," the Catholic Bishops retheMissionratherthan the money," mindU.S.citizensthatthe economy
Chamberlain said. "This has been must supporthumanity,not theother
an argument for a while. TheUni- way around. The bishops posed
versity is catering to market rather questions such as:
than the MisHow can westopthe gapbetween
sion."
the rich and poor from growing?
Of course, and How are some people's needs
markets also metabundantlywhile afamily down
work in the op- the street starves?
positedirection,
Mostimportantly, thebishopsask
to
keep
lastly:
as a tool
"How can the Church pracsalaries for the tice in its own life and institutions
majority of uni- what it preaches to others about
versity workers economic justice, human dignity,
low.
and the rights of workers?"
"As far as
staff goes, we
have been told
that the issue of
just wagesand a
livable wage is not a justice issue," Fromfront page
Zbiegien said. "Ifind that interesting since we are willing to teach more money for clubs, ASSU had
about justice issues in which a liv- asked administration to match the
able wage is often brought up. We $15,000 which ASSU had cut as
have been told that wecan always well as the additional $18,000 cut
which SEAC also made in their
look elsewhere for jobs."
scholarships.
In 1997's "The Tenth AnniverUnfortunately, the University
wasn't able to completely match
the organizationscombinedefforts
been learning everyone's favorite due to a 2 percent across-the-board
dessert so on their birthday that is budget cuts. However, they were
what they will get.
able to contribute $10,991 to the
"Formost ofthemcake isnot the clubs appropriation fund.
favorite dessert," Odegaardbegan.
"The new money that will go to
"A lot of the Jesuits like pie. Fr. ASSU and SEAC was more than I
Topel likes flan."
thought Iwas going to get, but beArrupe
to
She likes
make
feel cause a lot of people were in total
like a home. In this process the agreement of what both organiza-

top-level salaries arenecessarily set that would want to come here for

Administrative Assistant's salaries and beyondtheUniversity'scontrol.
toa competitivelevel in thecurrent
"Market forces drive the different rates," Hasl said. "Soif you're
market.
'Questions arise about why in- going tohave aschool that is going
creasesalaries of
top faculty and
administrators at
the expense of
increasing salaries of staff,"
Gary Chamberlain, Theology
and Religious
Studies professor,said."Inanalyzing the inter-

ri

views with faculty across the
University, low

salaries for staff
is one of their greatest concerns
and a place where they see the
Universityfallingdownon itsMis-

sion commitments."
Hasl, who came to SU because
of new potential when the law
school relocated from Tacoma to
Seattle and to be part of the Jesuit

to be competitive, and get quality
people to come to the institution,
SUneeds tomeet whatother schools
and the marketare offering."
Salaries forbusiness andlaw faculty and administrators are comparatively higher than in the arts
and sciencedisciplines, Hasladded.

mortgage,utilities, and other basic

everydayexpenditures,but she and
more than money," Odegaard

this Catholic institution, they are
being told to seek economicjustice
elsewhere.
Consider: some cooks, laundry
assistants, dishwashers and senior
housing assistants in the Seattle
University JesuitCommunity House
arebeingpaid$8.58 tosupport families.
Consider:a Jesuit institution that
just reached intoits pocket sothat a
faculty member could live in a
$850,000house.
JamilaJohnson alsocontributed
to this report.

Scholarships: ASSU and
SEAC voluntarily reduced

Relationships: the other side of the job
From page 6

Consider: staff are saying that

when they ask for livable wagesat

tration would have liked to fund
more money to both clubs, but it
just wasn't possible when they already had tocut from otherdepartments and some programs at Seattle University totally goes without any funding.
Theadministration's goals is to
have the funding of bothclubs increase each year so they will have
themoney toputon variousstudent
activities and events.
O'Neill feels that ASSUshould
have fully demanded the money
from administration and should
have politicallyput the pressure on
to receivethe funds.
Healsohopes that theUniversity
will work withthemtowardsbringing the fundingofbothstudent gov-

her husband survive.
She has formed many relationWhen she entered the cooking ships with the Jesuits at Seattle
world therewere onlyahandful of University.Father Frank Logan,SJ,
chefs in the downtown who has since left Seattle Univertchens. She explains that cook- sity for Gonzaga University, was
ingwasa gender-biasedprofession one of her favorites. She and her
andshe lovedgivingthemalecooks husband are driving up to go visit kitchen and the Jesuits have be- tions are doing it made it much ernment and activities to reasonof her mind.
him.Relationshipslike this do not come her home away from home. easiertogetthe funding,"Dr. Claar ablelevels, whichwilldirectlyhelp
in the development of schoolcomOdegaard has the samebasic ex- form at everyjob.OnJesuits' birth- No amount of money could ever said.
Dr. Claarstated thatthe adminis- munity and pride.
nses as most people.She has a days Odegaardgoesall out.Shehas buy this relationship.
explained.

Komen

laiece

CASH

FOR BOOKS!!!

Sell your TEXTBOOKS for CASH

June 10-15
Seattle University Bookstore
1108 £. Columbia St.
Seattle, WA 98122

206-296-5820

Order Textbooks Online: seattleubookstore.com
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BridgetO'Connelldemonstratesherfool-proofcopy-editingmethods.
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All. the memories...
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by,
and
so
to
cherish.Four
years
many
gone
Four
memories
C. "
I
"
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yearsgone byand so many wonderfulpeople met.Fouryears
j^^l^^fe
gone byand so many importantthings learned bothin andout
Contributed
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of the classroom.
One of John Boyle'sbiggest college achievements:learningto
AmyBaranskiandBridget O'Connellreadtheir"poemabout the
So how the helldo I
put these thingsin a reflection limited properly sendaletterviatheU.S. postal systemsophomoreyear,
"
objectsofecstasy together— no wondertheirbondis so tight. toa fewhundred words?Wellthat wastheassignment handed
There was tne midnight Monday madness, a few times of
down by a certain Features Editor, who for the sake of
A Mariners game,the walkof shame. A kiss from a
sadness.
VIiPH|f!«PPyinHipiipPPBPPP|IH anonymity I'llcall Sara 13. No wait, that's too obvious, let's
one-degree
a
devil
bevel. Barbecue roasts, A-Rob's many
I change that to S. Bader. Oh wait...
toasts.
A
test
in
Dean's
class. $150 for a parking pass?
Hmmm...senior reflection. Sounds rather ominous. What
Winn.UlA'UMtt iCAim WVW.
jig,and the PCH in the Teenage
saw
Bi
Bird
do
Irish
an
S
can say about four great years in so few words?
rig
Heartthrob>s
And
can<t
forget my Happy HourPartner
starting
a the way back in the
Tnere areso many stories
time after time.Too many
entertaining,
in
Crime
or
J
erome
gl*#jT^«Wg«/yy£WlrWXya §£mUM fall of my freshman year, when I was a little freshman on
on
the
Job
the
ni
hts
out
witn
Ms Ghetto, anew-found
nours
floor,
all-boys
was
stillthe
back
B
five,
back whenit
Bellarmine
I when we ate lunch at The Chieftain and paid with our S'n snob.
And wno can forget a sPrin8 break road triP or a sPeciil
Validinecards. Back when we walkedbarefoot fivemiles to
friendship?
Tuning skis, hurting knees. Write-up fines and
I class in the snow. Uphill both ways.
deadlines,
tomeet
scrambling
(If this were aTV show, the picture wouldbe doing that
how
l
So
do
take
care
offour years in one littlereflection?
wavy flashback
weird
" thing about now and that voice from
"
just
I
I
did.
guess
The Wonder Years would be narratin g)
The year was 1998. The economy was still strong, corpn-^
_
t
■■■■. ,
I rate Boeing was still in Seattle and theMariners still plawfti j i/l/11/7 Cf ftf/71^1C
VltlJU
intheKingdome.
' ' ' "'"COffy FflltOF i »
Since then there have been too manymemories to "f'i"\
,ii »
___^_>
A metr end'yfaces trie many ski races. Quadstock,parties
3]E33E2
tjM
EC
I 'hat rock. "The Inebriator," the RA at the door. Thirsty It's funny to think thatI'llbe entering"reallife'lpnJune
Thursdays, walksdown Broadway.Bellarmine five reekfbg, 17. Or maybe it starts after Iwalk across the
half
I of the stage with mydiploma. Who really knows: ttoaybe
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nn Boyle(right) with his tworoommatesoffour years:Jeremy
I J°"Jerome"Litwin(left)andBudLite.
I
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diploma won'tmake you a betterperson it may
get you a better job, but the seriousnessof itall seems to
be oyerrated. The real meaty subjects surrounding graduatior|are how many announcements you sent (i.e. how
much moneyyou will be receiving), where you are planningpn going after graduation (like the address of your
parent's house so friends can find youbecause you can't
pay rejit anymore),whatyour life plan is (the lies you tell
"adults" to make yourselfsound accomplished)and whei?
you pjan to work (I hear McDonald's is a popularchoice
tor ne''sh majors especially). The serious attitude surroundinggraduationisnot abouttheaccomplishments that

ledtqthediploma.ratheritisaboutlheincreasingdebtyou
are facing alter four or more years at such a glorious
(pricey ) institution.
1
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AlexisJuday-Marshall

I+W, Cartoonist

Editor-in-Chief
A tew months ago, when tne sheer terror
of an impending graduation finally hit me,
a friend turned to me and asked, "So what
have your learned?"
Confused, I
thought about it for a moment, and then realized that I
have known
the answer to that question for along time.
Iturned to him and said, "A better question might be, 'what haven'tIlearned?'"
think about it, howcan I
Andnow thatI
possibly begin to squeezeall of it into this
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I'ma fairly sensitive person,andso while
other Spectator seniors have decided to go
the humorous route, Ifigure, why not get a
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Sara bader / featureseditor

Cartoonist Jeff Ra putting out those
flames oflaughter.
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Sara Bader
Features Editor
When I graduated from
high school, my science
teacher gave me Shel
Silverstein's "The Missing
Piece," theadventuresagaof
a PacMan-like circle that
wouldneverbesatisfied with
life until it found the triangular piece thatwouldperfectly
fill the wedge in its circumJAMILAJOHNSON / OPINIONEDITOR
ference.
"And as it rolledalongit Features Editor Sara Bader
sang this song—'Oh, I'm lookslike a bighippie(above).
looking formymissingpiece,
'
'
go, Lookin
I'm lookingfor' my missin
'" piece,Hi-dee-ho, hereI
for my missin piece.
Itook thebook to the dorms with me, and it has sat on various
shelves throughoutmy undergraduatelife, but evenas Ipon—
dered the deeper meanings of"Paradise Lost," or "KingLear"
Ineverreallyunderstood what that little circle has beentrying to
tellme until now.
As 1get set toacceptmy diplomanext week,Irealizethatpiece
—
of paperhas beenmy"missingpiece" that onething thatIhave
been dead-set on achieving,that one thing that Ihaveassumed
would fill a gap in mylife.
"Andthen onedayit came uponanotherpiece thatseemed to
'Hi,' saidthepiece. 'Areyou anybody
bejust right. 'Hi,' it said.
'
missingpiece
? 'NotthatI
know 0f...'Itfit!Itfitperfectly!
else's
Atlast!At last! And awayit rolledandbecause it wascomplete,
"
it rolledfasterandfaster. Fasterthanit hadeverrolledbefore!
But it is starting to become clear: Life is about the friends,
lessons and travels that have allowed me to find my missing
piece, not the piece itself. In these four years, Ilearned about
God,Richard's TriangleofMeaning,Plato,Economic Analysis
of law,Freud, wheretoeatbreakfastat 4a.m.,whatasunsetlooks
like fromStonehenge,how to say hello toa homeless teenager,
howmuch vodka a five-foot body can holdand that Iwill never
beable toplay more than two guitarchords. Ihavemade friends
—
that are not evenfriendsanymore they are family. I
havehad
great successes and great failures. Iknow whatkindof personI
hope to be.
am...and who I
"// rolledsofast it couldnot stop to talk to a worm. Orsmell

What I've learnedis that the friends and
memories thatI
havemadeover the last four
years here on this campus are the most precious thing thatI
will take withme into the

My closest friends know that the past year
has been a pretty roughone for me.
And they were there watching out for me all along. They
stayed by my side, supporting me, encouraging me, and
because of them, this has been by far my biggest year for
personal growth.
Where else could Ihave learned about albino monkeys,
pole-dancing,flag football, Aquabats,newspaperlate nights,
the Backstreet Boys, naked rollerskate Barbie, otter turns,
monster trucks androtts?
Youhave become my family, and you will stay that way
long after we have left theborders of this crazy campus.
There is not a lot more to say about this except thatIam
indebted toyou,andyoumeanmore to me thanyou willever
know.Thereisno way leaneverrepayyoufor yoursurprising
steadfastness and patience.

I'velearned thatI
am blessedbecauseIcan say I
know so
many special people, and that so many special people have
showed how much compassion,love and kindness human
I'ye alsolearned thatmycapacity to loveisfar greaterthan
anyhurt thatothers willever
force upon me. This has
alsobeen my most painful
lesson, but the one that

—

Vilija Simaitisisn 't shy— sheforget to waxher mustache.
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Editor-in-ChiefAlexisJuday-Marshall

deals with problemsat The Spectator
like anostrich deals withpredators:If
I
don'tlook, they goaway(top);Alexis
relaxes after a hot and heavy writing
session (right).

a flower. Too fast for a butterfly to
land... 'Aha,' itthought. 'So that'show
it is!' So it stopped rolling...and it set
thepiece
" downgently,andslowlyrolled
away.
So in the weeks, months and years
after graduation, Ihope that I never
become complacent, that Inever stop
learningand that Inever stopsearching
because life is about journeys.
Not destinations.
"And as it rolled it softly sang 'Oh, I'm lookingfor my
missingpiece,I'mlookingfor mymissin' piece,Hi-dee-ho, here
'
'
go, Lookin'for mymissin piece.
I

conditional love is forever,

spirationofafavorite film,
I'velearned that yourheart

alwaysbein my heart,and

you will never be forgot-

—
"

FeaturesEditorSaraBaderhasenjoyedmakingfriends at college,
especiallyduringthe World TradeOrganizationriots onBroadway.
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Sara Bader and a hygienic group ofacademicshave worn bright
orange Dick 's T-shirts every day offinals sincefreshman year.
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Baseball needs to address the steroid issue
do somethingabout this problem, a
dark cloud of suspicion will hang
over every breakthrough season a
player experiences. Maybe
Anderson's season really was the
result of extra training and a bit of
good luck at the plate,but if baseball refuses to test its athletes, fans
will have a hard time trusting the
game.

even withall of these factors, itis
still hard to believe that at least
someof theaccomplishments of the

Sports Columnist
Is anybodyreally that surprised?

In the past two weeks, steroids
havebecome thehot topic inMajor
LeagueBaseball. Last week,former
all-star Ken Caminiti admitted that
he was,in fact, on the juice during
his 1996MVP season.
But really,are weallthatshocked?
Caminiti's numbers that year were
so far removed from previous seasons that at least a part of each fan
had to wonder.

And it's not just Caminiti's admission that is raising suspicion in
baseball. Take a look at the numbers that have been put up in the
past seven years or so andyou cannot help but be a bit skeptical.
Sure, ballparks are getting
smaller,asare the strike zones. And
yes, the baseballs seem to be livelier. Also,pitchinghas been diluted
byexpansion in thelast decade.Yet

The

reason

use

or

it

—

—

—

Letter to the Editor
To theEditor:

It was withgreat interest that I
read Nicole Retana's article on
SU's move to D-11, and the resulting increase in funding for varsity
sports. After thinking on this, and
the recent actions of the administration tocomein-line withNCAA
rules for D-11, Iwonder why
women's rowing wasnever consideredan option to moveto Varstatus.I
amof the opinion that
SU Womens Crew is certainly
;rvingof thepromotion, isdefinitely needingof it,and will notbe
the prohibitive cost some in the
administration may fear.
In Nicole's article, she stated
that each basketball team, both
Men's and Women's, received an
increase in funding equivalent to
$25,000per team. Incomparison,
The women's rowing budget currentlyis shared with the themen's
rowing budget; a total summing
somewhere in the neighborhood
of$12,000.Inaddition to this funding, students are required to pay
duesof$75 perquarter the row,for
a total (assuming 30 rowers) of
$6750.Rowers must also provide
their own meals on trips, pay for
their own uniforms, sweatshirts,
etc. On trips, the rowing team often lodges in university
gynmasiums or churches, and occasionally in a hotel for WIRAS
(the DII/DIII west coast championship). All told,the rowing team

E

ballplayers that inorder to succeed
in thebig leagues,youneed tostart
juicing. All the while, they seem to
be ignoring the healthrisks.
Ten years ago, former NFL star
Lyle Alzado spent the final days of
his life struggling to summon the
strength to speak long enough to
continue his campaign against steroids. As he succumbed tocancer,a
frail shadow of the 260-pound
wreckingballhe once was,Alzado
warned anyone who wouldlisten to
avoidhis fate.After nearly 20 years
ofsteroid use, the injections finally
caughtup to him.
Fortunately, nothing this drastic
has occurred inbaseball yet. However, if the game continues to bury
its head in the sand, it is only a
matterof time before a similar tragedy befalls baseball.
Even with testing, steroids will
not be completely removed from
baseball. It is incredibly naive to
think that football and basketball
are drug free,but at least weknow
that those sports are making an effort,whichismorethat baseballcan
say for itself.
It's time for baseball to create
and enforce a strict policy banning
steroids. Whatever the opposition
or loss of exciting offensive production, it needs to happen soon,
before steroids taketheir tragic toll.
It's time for baseball to cleanup

One thing hampering efforts to
yearshave not been aided
eliminate steroids from baseball is
by steroids.
the lack ofmotivation to do so. The
At theheartofthis issue isMLB s
players'
union does not wantplaylack of policy when it comes to
to
ers
be
tested and risk drug scansteroiduse.Non-prescribedsteroids
dals,
and
for once the owners seem
are illegal inthis country.They are
the players. Why take
agree
to
with
NFL,
NBA,
and
banned by the
the
steroids away when
theInternational Olymoffense sells tickets?
picCommittee; yetbaseHome runs are sexy;
ball has no rules against
chicks dig the long
baseball
steroids anddoes not test
real
ball. Most baseball
its players
is
fans want home runs,
needs to fight steroid
Baseball wants toprenot
goodpitching.
tend that this is a nonrecords,
unfair
not
about
But
are thesehome
issue, but the numbers
runs worth much
clearly indicate that
advantages,
tainted
now?If wecannot be
somethingis going on.
that the players
Through 1994, the50- records.
is about the health sure
clean,
are
who cares
-home run mark inaseaBarry
hits
players.
if
Bonds
son had been eclipsed
of baseball
73homeruns or ifhe
only 18 times in basegets to 755 for his
ball history.Inthe seven
career?
Even ifhe is
since,
players
seasons
clean,hisrecords will
have hit 50 or more
mean, for God's
dingers 15 times.I
If there is anything that baseball be tainted by suspicion.
Therealreason— baseballneeds to
sake, Brady Anderson hit 50 hom- cannotafford right now, it is a lack
Already
base- fight steroid use which too many
ers in 1995. BradyAnderson! Be- of trust from its fans.
fore then, he was best known for ball is dealing with the threat of a people seem to be overlooking is
strike, continued talks of contrac- not about records, unfair advanbeing adead ringer forLukePerry
sideburnsand all and suddenlyhe tions,and, inBud Selig,acommis- tages, or taintedrecords. It is about
ishitting50homeruns?One cannot sioner that most of the baseball the health ofbaseball players.
Not only are Major League steworld views as a liar.
helpbut wonder.
is
game
this
needs
roid
users putting themselves in
thing
brings
The last
up just one of the
Which
a
but they are also quietly
danger,
in
The
addition
of
problems.
more
many problems with steroids
sending
to
the
creates
a
the message to young its act.
to
steroid
scandal
mix
baseball.Until baseball decides
past few

JOHN BOYLE

realdangeroflosing a goodnumber
of fans who feel the game has already lost some of its integrity.

currently has an optimistic operating budget of somewhere in the
neighborhood of $18000, depending onuniversityfunding and dues.
With this meager budget, the
women's rowing team has managed to remain competitive on not
onlya conference level but also on
the national level, last yearranking
4th nationally in the Day Vail regatta in the varsity pairs competition,and this yearranking 1lthnationally in the Dad Vail regatta in
the varsity fours competition. To
gain a sense of competition at Dad
Vails, and why it is considered the
national championship regatta for
DIIandDili schoolshereare some
interesting facts: 44 schools entered4s. On the first day ofheats, 26
were eliminated from competition,
leaving 18 (including SU) for the
semi-finals. 20of those 26 schools
eliminated were varsity programs.
Of the remaining 18, 15 were varsity programs. The 6 boats in the
final were all varsity programs.
Currently, thereis not much support for elevatingthe SU women's
rowing team to varsity status, the
chief concern being the supposed
initial cost to bring the team to a
competitive level with regards to
equipment and quality of athlete.
As can be seen by the results, the
'
women srowing teamhas donethat
for them, with only thebudgetprovided. Also, by elevating the
women's rowing team to varsity
status, operating costs would actu-

ally be reduced, since not only
would the rowers not need to pay
dues, but also championship regattas wouldbepaidfor byNCAA.

travelling and lodging for these
championship competitions, as
wellas entryfees, takes upa large
portionof the currentclub budget.
Were they to be eliminated by
elevation to varsity status, theuniversity could stand to save
somwhere inthe neighborhoodof
5000 yearly.
This saved money could go towards paying a coach a living
wage,so that they would notneed
tohold downanother job, thereby
allowing them to provide better
coaching,and thusly makethe team
evenmore competitive.
Ultimately, the ideathat rowing
would cost more toelevate to varsity status than other sports is incorrect, the SU rowing team already has competitive boats and
place to house them, and a high
levelofathlete.However,therowing teamJias been unable to compete effectivelysolely because of
prohibitive costs to theindividual
rowerandthe costsof travelling to
championship regattas. Were the
rowing team elevated to varsity
status, these costs wouldbeeliminated throughNCAA funding,and
cost the university nothing.
Sincerely,

Joe Tynan
Senior, Electrical Engineering

University sports
news and notes
AUSTINBURTON
Sports Editor

left.

Men's soccer
The team is briningin four newcomers whoshouldhaveanimpact,
including three local high school
standouts and one transfer.
Pat Doran, Ethan Easterbrook,
and Alex Chursky brother of

—

—

RedhawksjuniorlanChursky will
join the Redhawks from Sehome,
Kentwood, and Decatur High
School, respectively. Bobby
McAlister will transfer from the
University of Washington.
Chursky has tobe considered the
top newcomer. As a junior he was
named the South Puget Sound
League MVP after breaking the
school's single-season scoring
record with 29 goals in 21 games
and leadingthe Gators to aclass 4A
state championship.
"Alex gives us a very talented
forward that understands how to
put himselfinto positions to score
goals," SUcoach Pete Fewingsaid.
"He is a hard-working,blue collar
athlete our type of player."
Chursky chose SU despiteoffers
schools like
from NCAADivisionI
UW and 2001National semifinalist
St. John's University.
McAlister played in four games
this season and made twostarts for
the Huskies before sitting out the
rest of the year with an injury. He
still has three years of eligioility

"
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—

"We are excited to bring in a
player of Bobby's level," Fewing
said."Heis going tomake animmediate impact and do a lot of great
things for our team."
Doran was a first teamAll-WesCo
4A selection lastseasonafter leading Sehome with 16 goals.
Easterbrook was selected to the
all-South Puget Sound League
North Team twice. He wasnamed
his school's MVP as a freshman
andled themin scoring as a junior.
Softball

The Redhawks signed Erin
Kemper, a pitcher from Forest
Grove High School in Oregon.
Kemperhelpedher team to theclass
4A playoffs inevery one ofherfour
seasons. She was a four-time allPacific Nine League selection and

was named league co-MVP after
posting a 1.00ERA and a.380batting average.
Men's swimming
The 2002NAIA NationalChampionRedhawks signedCon Bemis

fromCurtis HighSchoolinTacoma,
Wash.
"Cori has great diversity in
events," said head coach Craig
Mallery. "He is an athlete of extremely high caliberthat can make
a strongnational impact at the Divi-

See Signings on page 11
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My favorite athlete is a psychopath. Who's yours?
Mike Tyson?

AUSTINBURTON
Sports Editor
"Why do you still like thatcrazy
motherf
?"
My Dad will ask me that after
every Mike Tyson Incident", and
every time Istruggle to come up
with an answer.
How does a guy who'sbeenimprisonedfor rape and assault,bitten
off one man'sear,and threatened to
eat another man's children turn out
tobemy favorite athlete ofalltime?
Well,I
havebeen accusedof having a "fascination with the violent
andcontroversial aspectsof sports,"
("Letters to the Editor," The Spectator, 5/2/02) so Iguess Mike
Tyson the most violent and con—
troversial figure in sports would
be the perfect choice.
But seriously,Ifind that in some
strange way, Ihave always identified with Tyson.
A little history first:

—

My first real exposure to Tyson
was through an articleIreadwhen
Iwas aboutsix or seven years old.
Obviously Ihad heard of the man
before, giventhat he was theundisputedheavyweightchampionofthe
world. But since my family didn't
evenhave basic cable, I
had never
seen him fight.

Iliked what Iread. Imean, how
couldyounotlike MikeTyson back
in the 1980s? Here was someone
who was bullied as a kid, and grew
intothelast guyanyone wouldmess
with. That waspretty inspiring for a
scrawny bully-target such as my-

self.
From that point on, I
was a certified Tyson fan. And Tyson continued to steamroll the competition,
finishing the 1980s with a 37-0
record, with33 knockouts.
Then came February 11, 1990.
That night Iheard that Tyson had
lost the title to somebody named
Buster Douglas. On my birthday,
no less. Idon't remember anything
elseaboutthat day,butIdo remem-

ber hearing about that fight.
Whether or not Douglas-Tyson

was the biggest upsetin sportshistory is debatable, but Ican say that
I
havenever been more shocked by
apieceofsports news.NotbyMagic
Johnson's retirement speech, the
White Bronco chase, or the 1994
mean, who thehell
baseballstrike. I
was Buster Douglas? And what
business didhe have knocking out

At that point a lotof people decided tojump off oftheTysonbandwagon.I
didn't.Sohe'dlost a fight.
He'd get Douglas in the rematch.
Tyson bolstered that claim by
recovered fromthe Douglas loss to
destroyHenryTillman (avenginga
pair oflosses hesuffered as anamateur) and Alex Stewart (a pretty
good fighterback then) inoneround
apiece. Then after back-to-back

Holyfield'sdirty tactics hadopened
—
up a cvt which was more like a
—
hole above Tyson's eye, and
Tyson just went intosurvivalmode.
Anyway, Tyson lost his boxing
license after The Bite, then went
back to jail for a few months onan
assault charge that stemmed from a
roadside altercation.
My excuse for him then? The
men Tyson beat up hadrear-ended
Tyson's wife'scar, and he was defending her. Okay, the guys were
like 50 years old and defending
your wife doesn't meanyouhave to
kick someone's ass, but Ican see
Mike's good intentions.
Since the second Holyfield loss,
Tyson has shown even more signs
of anunstable mind, hence the term
Mike TysonIncident".
Duringoneinterview hesaidhe'd
like to punish the media by stomping onthe testiclesof theirchildren.
In another, he just turned on the

bottom line it's fighting. Kobe
Bryant said that him and Jordan
weretheonly "killers" in theleague,
as in guys who not only wanted to
win but embarrassyou. Tysor. was
the same way in the ring, and he
didn't wait until the fourth quarter.

most

impressive performance was

in 1989. Lewis' was in2001.
Lewis, for the most part,doesn't
fightdirty.Tyson'sresumeincludes:

1. TheBite.
2. Trying to break Botha's arm
during aclinch,even though everyone knew Botha was no threat.
3.KnockingOrlinNorris out with
a punchafter the bell,causingano-

So when Tyson challenges
Lennox Lewis for the heavyweight
title this Saturday, you know who contest.
4. Punching referee John Coyle
I'm pulling for.
objectively,
Althoughlooking
at it
whileCoyle wastrying tostopTyson
wins over Razor Ruddock, one of
Lewis.
The
from
against
completely destroying Lou
it's hard to go
the time's upper-echelon heavyis
6-foot-5
champion
and 245 Savarese.
weights, the fight was made: Mike
(Actually, Ihave arguments for
pounds.Thechallengeris 5-foot-11
Tyson versus new champ Evander
about
220.
all
of those:
and
Holyfield for the title.
boxer,
his
1
We've covered this already.
is
thebetter
and
Lewis
But then That Thing happened.
2. A lot of fighters do dirty stuff
power is nothing to sneeze at (30
Tyson was convicted of rape and
knockouts in 39 wins). Tyson, al- during clinches.
sentenced to six years in prison be3.Strictly reactionary.If youlook
though heis thehardestpuncher in
place.
fore the fight could take
He
wins),
in
49
the tape, Norris hit Tyson with a
knockouts
at
game(43
the
up
serving
ended
three.
has never been known for hisbox- bodyshot first.
Now, if you're looking at Mike
ing skill.
4.Blame Coyle. Would you step
Tyson's career, this has to be the
Inrecent years,Lewis has fought infrontofMike Tyson whilehe was
"Before/After" point, similar to
when Muhammed Ali didn't fight reporter for no apparent reason, the best that the heavyweight divi- still swinging?)
The intangibles also swing in
for three years while he faced off causing the stunned studio host to sion has to offer. In that same span,
Lewis'
favor. The champ is a
Tyson
has basically fought nobodwith the U.S. government overhis hastily call for a commercial.
hype
stopped
thoughtful,
well-spokenman.Tyson
the
refusal to fightin theVietnam War.
And then there was this most re- ies. Lewis has
Incident",
chalhe
promising
Tyson
said would eat his children.
when machine onseveral
Both Tyson and Ali were success- cent Mike
Tyson was a juvenile delinquent
He
lengers.
deful after their
stroyed
Andrew
who
has spent time in prison for
respective hiaGolota
and
Michael
andassault.Lewishasnocrimirape
tus they both
Tyson used to be called the Grant in a total of nal record.
regained the
Everything seems to be pointing
three rounds, totally
championbut
the
outclassed David towarda Lewis win.
ship— but were
Tua over 12 rounds,
However...
robbed of their
longer
his fists alone
and shook off an
Lewis' two losses wereboth the
primeandnever
early threat toknock resultof one-punch knockouts, exwereas good as
HE SAYS THINGS
THAT TITLE.
out Shannon Briggs ecuted by guys who aren't exactly
they were be- JUSTIFY
in
course,
five. Lewis has George Foreman clones (theyoung
fore.Of
TO SOLIDIFY THAT REPUTATION, EVEN IF avenged
both of his and in shape George, not the jolly
youcouldargue
professional
Tyson
losses fat man of today). Now if anyone
that
THEY MIGHT SCARE PEOPLE.
in memorable fash- can knock someone out with one
robbed himself
ion, beating Oliver punch, it's Mike Tyson.
ofhis prime, but
You can argue those were lucky
1 still contend
McCall into tears in
1998 and cleaning punches or that Lewis wasn't in
that Tyson'sconviction waskindof
shady.
he went off on a reporter so vi- Rahman's clock last year. Tyson shape or thathe underestimated his
opponents, but the fact remains
When Tyson returned to the ring ciouslythat it cost him his licenseto has also destroyedhis competition
—
leadingup to this fight, but with Lewishas beenput on his ass twice
in 1995,he wasobviouslydifferent. box in Nevada.
Hedidn'tlook verysharp beforethe
Optimistically, I'dlike to think the exception of Evander byfightershe was supposedtobeat.
—
I'm sure Lewis will be ready for
first Holyfield fight, although he most of this is an act. Tyson used to Holyfield none of his opponents
1
any
good.
sharp
enough
was
to intimidateand be called the Baddest Man on the since 995 have been
this fight and not take Tysonlightly
twice,
McCall,but
lost
his
andLewishave
a
few
comlikehedidRahmanand
Planet,
Tyson
but since he's
strong-armhisway to piecesof the
still,
chopped
he
fists
alonecan't
mon
not
hasn't
opponents.
justify
Tyson
was
that title.So
Lewis smashed it's like
heavyweight title.But
heavily favored to beat Holyfield, he says things to solidifythat repu- Golota in a little over one minute, downsomebig trees to —score aKO
tation, even if they might scare while Tyson made "TheFoulPole" before. Larry Holmes the man
and he lost.
quit and walk out after the second who once beatMuhammed Ali and
After The Bite got him disquali- people.
fied from the rematch, the public
Soafter allof that, how canI
like round. Tyson was knocked out by held the heavyweight titlefrom 1978
Holyfield onceand got himselfdis- to 1985, the second-longestreignin
and the mediaturned on Tyson.
Mike Tyson?
—
To be honest, Idon't think he's qualified the second time. Lewis history suffered his only knockAllof a sudden he wasa monster,
a psycho, and so on.Now, evenI'll allthatbad. Anyin-ring stuff can be beat Holyfield twice,although the out loss at the hands of Tyson.
admit that biting off a piece of an justified: he's in a violent profes- first fight wasruled a draw for some Michael Spinks, the man who
ear is somewhatCro-Magnon,but sion. The crazy, out-of-ring stuff: reason.BothLewisand Tyson have wrestedthe titlefrom Holmes, was
hope dominated Frank Bruno,but it took retiredin 91 secondsby Tyson.No,
come on.It's boxing. People who It's probably an act (atleastI
so).
living
expected
can't be
Lewis one less round in one fight really,he retiredafter the fight.
fight for a
—
to be totally logical and rational in
Inhis prime,Tyson was the most (seven) than it took Tyson in two
Inevery fighthe's everbeenin
exciting athlete in sports. Sure, (five and three, respectively).Both save maybe the second Holyfield
the ring.
Besides, Holyfield was repeat- Michael Jordancouldmake you get made short work of Frans Botha. fight— Tyson has at least had his
edlyhead-butting him.No one lis- out of your seat, but Mike could Tyson KO'd Ruddock in seven manindanger.Even when he lost to
tened to Tyson when he brought it make you place that "Did you see rounds the first time and won a Douglas, he knocked him down in
decision the second time. Lewis the eighth round.
up then, but maybe afterEvander's that?" call.
My head tells me that Lewis will
domeraised a melon-sized knot on
He was what boxing should be. took Ruddock out in tworounds.
Hasim Rahman's head last week, Not that Ican't appreciatea techniIt seems prettyeven ifyoulook at win by decision. But screw that:
they'll see that Tyson had a point. cal boxingperformance, but in the itlike that,butconsider thatTyson's Tyson by 7th-round knockout.

.

—

Mike
Planet,
Baddest Manon
can no
So

Signings; SU adds another Washington State high school standout
From page10

-meter medley relay events. He
placed secondin theindividualmedley and the medleyrelayat the state

last fall. The Rams finished with a
Women's soccer
Lyndsey DeLuca ofWest Valley perfect 24-0 record, aided by
High School in Yakima, Wash., DeLuca's 16 goals and 10 assists.
sion IIlevel."
signed
Bemis was one of the top prosalso
school
records
in
meet. He
set
to play for the Redhawks.
The previous year, she tallied 21
DeLuca helped the Rams to four goalsand lOassistsinjust 16games
pects in the state and a four-time All-American recognition in all the backstroke, individual medley,
team MVP at Curtis. This past sea- three events, as well as the 200- butterfly and as a member of the state tournament appearances, into help West Valley to a second
son, he captured state titles in the -meter individual medleyand 200- 200-meter individualmedleyrelay. cluding the class 3A championship place finish at the state tournament.
100-meter backstroke and 100-

-meter butterfly and as a memberof
the 400-meter freestyle relay at the
class 4A state meet. Bemisearned
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Getting their story told in a Gigantic way
SEAN REID
A&E Editor
The most hilarious scene inDirector A.J. Schnack's film, Gigantic, involves a girl weeping out of
joy after just meeting her music
idols who happen to be the
documentary's focus.
"Oh my god,(sob) Ilovethem so

much..." she blubbers in typical
teeny bopper fashion.
The gag is that the band isn't
—
some 'NSync wannabe it's They
Might Be Giants, a duo so uncharacteristically mainstream in style
and sound.
On stage, they can be found
playing the accordion and sometimesusing a giant stick tocarry the

In My Headphones
The Last Call
BRYAN
BINGOLD
A&E Columnist

Traditionally forthelast issue of
the year, The Spectatorhas a page
or two of senior reflections. Usually this isregulated to the staffand
good friends ofthe staff members.
I,for somereason,was overlooked
this year. So guess what? The rest
of this column will be my reflectionon my past four years here at
Seattle University.
Iknow what you are thinking
that maybe here is someone who

spised which instigated the changing ofmy major to journalism.
David McCloskey: Thank you
for makingme realize that thereis
moredepth and thought in writing
and film than Iever realized before.
Steven Barnes: Thank you for
giving me the tools to makeout in
thereal world.Thank you for your
honesty.
TheStaffofBIAS:We tried, we
really did andhopefully in the future someone may succeed where
we failed. Thank you for all of
yourhardwork anddedication until

will have the guts to really blast
this school andtell everyone how
muchitsucks.And youknow what?
1could do that,but I'm not going
to,' why would Isink so much
money into aneducation ifmy last
column ever I just bitched and
moaned about how much I hate
this school? IfIhateit that much,
why didn't Itransfer?

the very end.
KSUB: Thank you for takinga
chance in amusic snob andinstilling him with responsibility. The
lessons Ihave learned there will
serveme well in the future.
The Spectator: Thanks for puttingup with my rants every week,

So sorry to disappoint you, this

to let me do what Iwanted to do.
The rest of the students:Thanks

school isn't perfect, but despite

thanks for giving me the

freedomand trusting me enough

for reading every week. Thanks
run and get an education here, and fornot readingevery week.Thanks
now it was the following people for looking at this column as you
whomadeit possible for metostay flip past the Sports section toseeif
your personal ran this week.
here.
Sohere's athank youlist for all Thanks to all the people who
the people who made these past stopped me on the sidewalk to
four years bearable and frustrating comment on the column. Thanks
at the same time.
to allthose whoemailed me comJeff Philpott: Thank you for be- ments.
ing the kind and understandchair
Thanks goes to Nashville Conthat youhave been. Keep seeking nectionand any otherbandI
made
out the students' thoughts and ad- fun of, they were true sportsabout
vice. Having a sense of actually it.ThanksgoestoSociety Club for
beinginvolvedin thedevelopment helping me realize my dream.
Thanks go to Ingrid, it's been
of the Communication department
means more to us than you know. tough, but it will be easier.Love
Mark West: Thanks for battling won't tear us apart.
Finally,TomasGuillen:It hasn't
the growing sense of apathy Ifeel
in my age group.. Thanks for mak- been thebest teacher/student relaing meand others care aboutactiv- tionship ever, but thank you for
ism and me outrages of "corpo- yoursternness.Thank youfor your
rate" control. It may be a losing discipline, thank you for not takbattle,but thankyou for fighting it ing my crap and calling my
and keep fighting it.
bullsh*t. Thank you for making
Gary Atkins: Thank you for me a journalist.
showing me thatjournalismcan be
just as artistic as fiction. Thank Bryan willbeaseniorforanother
you for salvaging my hopes and week, and then he will be an
aspirations in journalism.
alumnus. Youcan emailhim at
Mara Adelman: Thank you for inmyphoties@yahoo, com, but
showing me that communication don't expect him to getback to
iseverywhereand thatbeing aware youright away because he will
ofcommunication can beadvanta- bebattling "Us for SU,"as they
geous.
will be asking him for money
Alan Troy: Thank you for mak- constantly.
ing math the subject 1 most dethat Idecided

to stay for the long

Scan,

beat. Here is a band that poppy
upbeat music with lyrics like:"No
one in the world evergets what they
want and that is beautiful/ every
body dies frustrated and sad an(
that is beautiful..."
Now, after 20 years since their
first show,TMBG,John Flansburgh
and John Linnell are getting their
own documentary to explain their
carerr successand innovation, while
still managing to stay out of the
mainstream.
"Theidea of having a documentary being made about your life, I
thinkmakes you veryneurotic abou
yourself," Flansburgsaid ina phon
Courtesy Giganticfilm.com
interview, "I don't really spenc TMBG: 'Ineverapologizedfor when'I
waseightandI
made myyounger
much time looking at myselfor my brotherhaveto be mypersonalslave. The lives ofJohnFlansburgh (left)
image.We're usuallynot very wor andJohn Linnell are chronicled in the rock documentary, Gigantic.

ried about whether people thin
we're cool or not, which is very about the movie is that is successfully captures my friendship with
liberating."
In the course of their years to- John and our workingrelationship
and kind of
gether, Flansburgh
and Linnell piowhy itendures
MoviePreview
as a creative
Gigantic
neered the Dial-AStarring John Flansburg and John Lmnell
thing,"
Song service, which
Broadway Performance Hall, Tonight 9:30
Flansburgh
providedcallers with
p.m.
a free sampling of a
said.
Schnack's
songplaying off their
answering machine. Their videos documentary features notonlyclips
alsobecame the first from an inde- from previous TMBG shows, but
pendent label added to therotation alsohas interviews with figures inon MTV in the 1980s. Recently,the fluentialin the band'sprogression,
twohaverecordedmusic for televi- frommanagers, labelproducers,and
sionspecials,thethemesongfor the the duo's back-upgroup, TheBand
FOX show Malcolm in the Middle, of Dans. Celebrity comedians like
andThe DailyShowtheme onCom- Andy Richter, Mike McKeon, and
edy Central.
Harry Shearer also appear to read
"By

and laroc the thing Ilike

segments

of

lyrics

from different

songs.
Afterhittingthe film festivalhere
in Seattle, Las Vegas, and other
cities around the country, Schnack
plans torelease the film onDVD for
purchase.

Ultimately, though, Schnack
hopes that the documentary will
please fans and non-fans alike in
it's portrayal of the band.
"A lot of people have said to me
'Youknow Idon't think theirmusic

is the greatest thinginthe world,but
they're really interesting guys. I
find this journey that they've been
onfascinating.'" Schnack said,"To
me that's as exciting as the person
who's like, 'I'm now a big fan.' I
think either way that that's a really
cool thing."

Maroons party at Chop Suey
BRYANBINGOLD
Staff Reporter
TheMaroons areaquiet,melodydriven band thathas never pursued
the ideals ofindierockstardom.All
of the members are involved with
other bands, as the musical family

and "You'reGonna toRuin Everything" suchofdelicateand personal
thing. TheMaroons are a light the
let the music take youaway sort of

TheMaroons is the first band in
which Moen is the main singer/
songwriter, though his history is
filled withplayingin thebackground
as drummer. He is currently the

band.

drummer for Steve Malkmus and

Ihad the chance to interview
Moen, when "You'reGonna Ruin

the Jicks.

candles,slip onthe headphonesand

tree in Portland, Oregon, tightens

its interlocking branches.
Though don't mistake the band
as a side project just because they
havenothing to lose.In fact itis the
opposite,because the rent and bills
are already paid for by other bands
or jobs. The Maroons music is
deeply intricateand layered solely
because the band can take the time
to record the songs to their fullest
potential.

TheMaroons are essentiallyJohn
Moen,it is his sense of melancholy
melody and beautiful pop sensibility that make listeningto TheMaroons' twoalbums, "Iamto Blame,"

Concert Preview

"You're Gonna
Everything"
CD
Sat. Jun

The

Maroons

Ruin
release

8, Chop Suey, +21

Everything," was justreleased,and
he commented on his sense of
melody and how The Maroons fit

into his life.
"Iamreallyfascinatedbymelody
and Ilike to work with it a lot,"
Moensaid."Itotallyhavea sense of

melancholy in my songs, Idon't
really mean toput it there it justsort
of happens."

"We arealldedicated to theband,"
Moenassured me. "But itjusthas to
work with allof our schedules and
what we are up to. InTheMaroons
I
control the artisticquality,Imean

the Jicks are cool because Steve
[Malkmus] is just such a creative
and imaginative source. But creativelythe Maroons is my outlet to
craft and create songs."
As long as Moen continues to
create andcraft songs in The Maroons, peoplewill still listen.
The Maroons SeattleCD-release
show of "You're Gonna to Ruin
Everything," is Saturday June 8, at
ChopSuey with VisqueenandOnce
for Kicks.

eleven by eleven
a festival of student directed scenes and plays
June 6& 7, 6:00 p.m.
Piggott Auditorium

June 6

June 7

" sure thing by david ives, directed by sam doerr
" collectedstories by donald marguiles, directed
by andrewthiels
" Oleanna by david mamet, directed by kevin
gritting
" off the rock by robertd. kemnitz & Jennifer
mcmaster, directed by tobanna barker
" talk to me like therain and I'll listen by tennesse
williams, directed by victoria dicce

"
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" theaterIby samuel beckett, directed by patrick
"bonck
turn Christmas by ed howard, joe sears, and jaston
williams, directed by jason miller

" slaughter in the lakeby jose rivera, directed by
daniel peterson

" the problemby a.r.garney, directedby dieny aras
" tape by jose rivera, directed by kit-kat arrieta
" r.a.w.I'm a womanby diana son, directed by fides
daruthayan

Arts & Entertainment
Hairspray continues student deals until next week
MELISSA SWEAT
Staff Reporter
When the curtains opened to re-

store.

And after last Thursday'sopen-

ingperformance,they certainlyhave
reason to be.

—

vealthatenthusiastic "hair-hopper,"
Marissa Jaret Winokur stars as
all aglow in the spotlight, belting Tracy Turnblad the spunky,
out "Good MorningBaltimore,"the chubby,lovable teen, whosehairis
sth Avenue Theatre was beaming as bigas her dreamtoget ona local
rightalong withher.
dance show.
Not to mention
perforHer
TheaterPreview
sporting their own
mance is conHairspray
bouffants, as sev- Based on John Water's film. sistently viTheatre, $20
eralaudiencemem- sth Avenue June 15. for students until brant and energetic as therole
bers were.
The sth Aye. is
commands.
currently hostingthe worldpremiere Winokur, who has done mostly
of Hairspray,a brand new musical minor roles in films like American
of the campy 1988 John Water's Beauty and Scary Movie (not to
classic that epitomized the culture mention various TV guest-appearof the early '60s. The production, ances),proves thatshe's the perfect
which was soone-shot that the sth leading lady for this production.
Aye. started its season early in orAlongside Winokur is two time
der to capitalize on it, will head Tony winner HarveyFierstein, who,
directly to New York afterits clos- although he saidhe would neverdo
ing inSeattle. Being suchahistoric dragagain, co-starsas Tracy'smom,
event,it's no wonder theater goers EdnaTurnblad.Histrademark twoand Waters' obsessives alike are as packs-a-day voice kills as he gets
giddy as say,RickiLakeina candy sassier withevery dab oftafetta. He

15

Bond Davis),Tracy'sfather Wilbur
Turnblad (Dick Latessa), and the
bottle-blonde, vanity-queen Van
Tussles (played by Laura Bell
Bundy and Linda Hart) light up
every scene they'rein. And thedazzlingarrayof flamboyant '60s garb,
some truly awesome up-do's, and
anincredible setdesignilluminated
withhundreds ofbackgroundlights
(that often flashed to the tunes and
bore really neat designs) madethe
experience all the more grand.
Through it all we're carried
through by throes of wonderfully
catchy, allorginalsongs,wilddance
numbers, and a crazy plot that
touches
on issues of weight, race,
COURTESY STH AVENUE THEATER
—
,sex,and ofcourse,love.
ntegration
i
Tracy
a
MarissaJaret
Winokur
as
the
Shehas mission:
stars
Turnblad
spunky, chubby,lovable teen, whosehair is as big as her dream toget on The musical stirs up about an equal
serving of each, making the new
a local dance show in the sthAvenue Theater production, Hairspray.
Hairspraylikeatall glassoflemon—
and Winokur make for some fabuThe same goes for the rest of the ade sugary,butbalanced withthe
lously funny "mother'Vdaughter cast.Kerry Butleras Tracy'squirky, tartness of realistic concerns and
moments on stage,as theyeach add reality-deprived friend Penny fiery innuendo.
See this landmark performance
something of their own fresh twist Pingleton is a riot every time she
previously
well-performed
opens
squeaky
Rhymonthese
her
mouth.
before it says, goodnight Seattle
ing
Maybelle
(Mary
Motormouth
and
hello Broadway.
characters.

—

Two directors share own unique visions at SIFF
SEAN REID
A&E Editor

Renowned "Sultan of Sleaze,"
John Waters, arrivedinSeattlethis
week toparticipate in a special forum at the SeattleInternationalFilm
Festival focusing on his works in
independent cinema. Waters, the
famed directorofPinkFlamingoes,

different minute,soevery time you
never saw the (whole)movie.
Then we went back and remasteredit, weremixedit so you could
hear everyone and what they were
saying. And we alsotried tomake it
mean it still
as good as wecould. I
looks bad,but Ithat's as good as I
want it to look!
Spec: Do you think indepen-

thriller.
flawed characters.
Taylor, whilepromotinghis film
That's Tim'scharacter too; he's
at SIFF, sat down withThe Specta- flawed in a totally different way. I
tor to explain his concept behind wanted to take two people acting
the genre-mixing movie.
kind outof fear and come together
'
and seewhat happens.I
alsohaven t
The Spectator: You said that been a screenwriter since '89 and I
Cherish allcame about withyour wanted toplay withdifferent genres.
fascination with thebracelet pro- Ididn'twant it to be like, we'rein a
gramandtheprisonersinit.What comedy now, so we're only going
didyou findfascinatingaboutall

dent filmmaking worksbetter on those people?
a low,low budget?
Finn Taylor: The first story (that
Well,
independent
JW:
film Iput in the film) Iheard from a
with
it's hard to tell what that is any- friend of a friend saidthat this one
more.Imean, what isBlair Witch? guy had a bracelet wired to this
It outgrossed every other movie. modem and he could only move50
Wasitanindependent movie?Well, feet from it. And he was going out
yes,but it was distributed by Arti- of his mind, and the guy's friends
san,which is abig company.There's latercame up with theideaof using
a thinline there, a really grayareaof anextralongphonecordsohecould
what it is. $7 million is a very ex- go outside. Themorepeople Iinterpensive independent film,but are- viewed,the moreIsaw how theyall
ally cheap Hollywood film, but it's found ways to overcome the dethe same budget. The difference is vice. Emotionally or reality wise,
COURTESYSIFF
Sleaze:John
Lovesthe
Waters
thatHolly woodgivesalotofmoney like using an extralongphone cord
but they don't knowhow to release or a cordless phone.
SerialMom, andCecilB.Demented, it.Whereas, independentfilmknows
...I just found it all fascinating
willalso presentaspecial director's how to market and find a niche because it was kind of essential
cut of his film FemaleTrouble.
audience. All Hollywood knows about human nature. Youknow this
Female Trouble tells the story of how todoisreleaseon3,000 screens. technology- Big Brother, literally,
young Dawn Davenport (Divine)
it hasthis oneup arm
who goes frominnocent school girl
*Fern a Ic
onyou,andit'sa way
to crazedmurdererafter her parents Trouble: A Disof trying to get
refuse tobuy her cha-cha heels for cussion withJohn
around it.
Christmas.
Waters
takes
place June 7, FriSpec:Everystory
Spectator:
The
Can you tell us day at the Egypyou heard, you put
what's unique about the tian Theater at
in themovie?
Director'sCutofFemaleTrouble? 9:30 p.m.
FT: Yeah, it gave
John Waters: Well, it's complime a basis for the
cated. Female Trouble nevercame
movieand then Iput
out. If you've seen it on every difDirector Finn
a character to it.Inferent video tape, you've seen it. Taylor's Cherish
stead of putting a
What happenedwas,here's thehis- focuses on the
character that was a
tory. Itcame out on 35 (mm)and at story of Zoe
depressed womanor
Courtesy Fine LineFeatures
thelastminute, NewLinethoughtit (RobinTunney).a
a
recovering
was too long and decided to cut it. lonely computer LovesMe Pop: F//JM Taylor alcoholic.l could
They distributed it on video over techie who inadvertently gets
have done thatbut it
six years at different times. I think framed for muder and put on the would have been like a Lifetime
the movie was 91 minuteslong, and police "bracelet tracking" program movieof the week or something. I
at the time videos were either 90 untilhertrial.Essentially a prisoner
wanted somebody who was geeky,
minutes or 105.So they didn't want in her apartment, Zoe secretly and lost and listened to a bad AM
to pay more for the 105's, so each struggles to break free ofher bonds Pop station with those sort of hytime they distributed the movie, whilealso charming her copsuper- perbolic, sugary sounds that have
without telling me, they cut one visor, Officer Daly (Tim Blake driven themselves into your conminute out! And it was a random Nelson) in a filmpartcomedy,part sciousness byrepetition. Iwanted
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toplaywithcomedystuff, andwe're
in a thriller and we'reonlygoingto
do thrillerstuff.Iwantedto kindof

make a postmodern collection of
different genres and have it be all

to make astraightromantic com-

edy?
FT: Youknow, Iwas just bored
by that concept.I've been working
in film long enough. Ican enjoy
films of all different genres., but
when Imake a film, my goal is to
make something I've never seen
before.
Spec: Did you like writing or
directing more?
FT:Ikindofloveboth.The script
was flowing through me, but making it was really good too. There

those things at the same time.

was such a good feeling on this

Spec: So when did you start
writing the whole plot of Cherish?
FT: Ifinished the script last
March, and then we shotit by June,

and submitting it to Sundance by
October, November.

film, this feeling of symbiosis. It
was just reallygreat.
Everybody connected so well.
And they knew Iwas doing some

really weird stuff, but they trusted
me. It was a great experience, I
loved it.

*Cherish hits local theaters June

Spec: Were you ever tempted 21.

Thanks to the Quad Stock staff
and everyone at Seattle University
We had a great tine.
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Please get in contact with one of your ASSU
Officers if you have any questions or
concerns about campus!

ASSU wishes
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President: Virgil Domaoan
V.P. ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
V. P. of Student Affairs: Annette Gaeth
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Senior Class Committee
Presents Thirsty Thursday

quach@seattleu.edu
biviand@seattleu.edu
sanches@seattleu.edu

bergquc@seattleu.edu
palmitn@seattleu.edu
easseyg@seattleu.edu
fongy@seattleu.edu
smithg@seattleu.edu

gaspert@seattleu.edu
kutsela@seattleu.edu
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Somebody please make it stop...projects,
papers, and tests-Oh My!
So finish up everything you've got to do, 'cause chances are, you
don't have too many finals and you'll be done with almost all of school
before Friday. Thus, it becomes the perfect occasion to celebrate your
achievements in the company of those you have shared them with.
Thirsty Thursday at the Central Saloon
On Ist Aye. in Pioneer Square
Thursday, June 6, 2002

No Cover and Drink Specials with SUID:
$2.00 Well Drinks
$2.25 Domestic Beers

&zm&
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LIVE MUSIC ALL NIGHT
100th Monkey 9:30- 10:30
Optimus Rhyme 10:45 11:45
Reflective MF 12:00- 1:30

-

For more information, visit http://www.centralsaloon.com

GET IN CONTACT!
Associated Students of Seattel University

So come join us once again for a celebrationlike no other!

\

f

Contact John Boyle at 206-760-1158

203 Student Union Bldg.

C

900 Broadway

J^ J/

John Bianchi 206-854-1639
"
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Seattle, WA 98122
(206) 220-6050

Marketplace
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Classifieds

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300 . Volunteers

400 Services
500 For Rent
600. Misc

200. Help Wanted
Receptionist/
Administrative Assistant.
Floyd Snider McCarthy,Inc.
has an opening for a
receptionist/administrative
assistant for our busy but
congenial environmental
consultingfirm. Reception
duties include: phones,fax.
mail, supplyordering, word
processing, and meeting
coordination. Additional
duties include accounts
receivable and accounts
payable data entry and
administration.
Receptionist also provides
document production help
and general back-up
support toprojectmanagers
and projectassistants. Job
qualifications desiredare a
college degree,one to three
yearsexperienceinanoffice
setting, excellent computer
skillsincludingWord,Excel
and Advantage, and a
to
be
willingness
resourceful and interactive
while delivering a high
quality ofcustomer service
Salary
depends on
experience and benefits
include three weeks paid
vacation, health/dental
insurance, 40IK and
disability insurance.Please
send a resume and cover
letter to FSM Attn: Barrie
Hillman, 83 S. King St.,
Suite 614, Seattle, WA
98104.
e-mail:
info@fsmseattle.comor via
at
our
website
www.fsmseattie.com

.

GAIN EXPERIENCE WHILE Imagine owning a homeEARNING MONEY FOR based business in the
COLLEGE! FT. yr. long communications industry for
AmeriCorps positions in lessthan the price ofa cup of
Seattle & S. King County coffee per day! And being
available soon. Tutor youth; able to offer freelongdistance
initiate violence prevention across the country bundled
activities; OR develop anti- with local phone service!
poverty programs. Stipend http://WorkForSelf.lnfo.
of $800+/mo., $4,725 cd.
award &bnfts. Infosessions:
6/17 at FPA, 1501 N. 45th 400. Services
St., 6-7 p.m. 206-675-3200
www.fremontpublic.org for
Extra English Help
app. & details.
Keep your English skills up
SUMMER WORK
this summer. Iwill helpyou
$14.00base-appt.Customer work on your grammar,
sales/service. FT/PT. Flex, writing, pronunciation. Fees
hrs.Noexper.necessary. No negotiable. Private or group.
door to door or telephone CallJudith. (206) 601-9741
sales. Internships available.
Conditions apply. Great
resumeexperience.
206Sale on Brand
-3 6 2-1751. Clearance
Name Laptops! Prices So
www.workforstudents.com Low,
It'sAlmost Illegal!! Get
Today! \hiimll
FULL-TIME
SUMMER Yours
or call:
www.homeoflaptops.com
Great
INTERNSHIP.
1
-800-775-8526.
experience for any major.
Make an average of $7,541
for full summer. MUSTbe THINKYOU'REPREGNANT?
to
relocate.
able
Birthright
for
Call
Informational meetings are confidential supportandfree
beingheld on campus now. pregnancy test. 1-800-550Only 5 or 6 spots still
(24-hourtoll-free line).
available. PleasecallRoseat -4900
(206) 781-1778, leave your
name and number.
500. For Rent

Studio Apartment for Rent.
Seeking a Christian tenant
for a studioapartment inthe
newly remodeled daylight
basement of our Ballard
home. Enjoy a brick tudor
home complete with a
welcoming family and
neighborhood atmosphere.
The apartment includes a
studio area/kitchen and a
bathroom with washer/
dryer. Private entrance and
new appliances throughout.
Non-smoking tenants andno
pets, please. Street parking
is available for one car.
$750.00per month,utilities
included. Avail. June 10th.
Contact Diana Philbeck at
206-782-1789.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS for
men and women. Hidden
Valley Camp (Granite Falls,
WA) needs resident staff (6/

FeaturesInclude:
"ControlledAccess

15-8/23/02). Room/Board/

Salary.

Positions include:

Counselors,

Nurse,

lifeguards, drivers, kitchen
Need a Job
staff and more. Interviews
CollegePro Painters arenow
available
on campus. Spend
hiring Painters & Job
Site Managers for the summer. your summer in a beautiful
setting while in worthwile
NO experiencenecessary.
employment. Call (425) 844Earn $8- 10 /Hour.
Call 1-888-277-9787.
-8896 or email us at: hvcwww.collegepro.com
wa@ix.netcom.comfor more
information.

First Hill Spacious one
furnished
bedroom
apartments, fully equipped
washer& dryer,freeparking,
Three blocks from campus.
$1,100 per month utilities
included (excluding phone
charges). (206) 233-9300.

-

Greenlake
2BR house,
near lake and on the
busline. $425. mcl. util.
Call
206
729-7104

cfwic|e
Looking for a
Speaker?

Looking for reliable tenants
for 2 bdrm. apt. located 3
blk. So. of SU campus
$750-$BOO. Call Cathy®
206-812-91 17 for details.

Call the Washington
Insurance Council for an
insurance professional
who can speak to your
group about insurance
related issues that affect
your life. Call today!!

The
JEFFREY
your first choice on
First Hill.
Now Accepting
Applications for these
Richly Appointed
Apartment Homes.

dishwasher,

kitchens,

V (206) 624-3330 y"

ft ■■■ mm

mm

aja

««"

wm ask

as mm

FURNISHED
"Underground Parking
APARTMENTS FOR
Congratulations SU
"High-Speed DSL
Track Lighting
RENT.
grad.ua.tesl
"Walk-ln-Closets
Studio $1295
and
"Private Decks
Patio
1Bdrm $1395
"Washer/Dryers
■ For the rest ofyou
$1795
2 Bdrm
& up
"Walking Distance to Swedish
Have an excellent
Seattle
Hospital,
located across from SU
(walking distance), parking, University, Shopping and Dinning. Isummer. See youall
laundryroom. Daily, weekly, "Barrier-freeapartments available |
next year!
monthly
and
rates.
"Caring On-Site Management
Call (206) 621-9229
Reserve Your Home Today
First Hill Apartments, 400
and Call
The Spectator Staff
lOthAve.,Seattle,WA98122

..

(206) 860-7400

a

Personals
Car-Dog,80- 80,Hickory,and
ClaudioGetoutofthe tanningbooth! nubs Thanks for thegreat
year!!!
You-Know-Who

-

Dispatch for Quadstock.

...

TLC-SBG: OOOOh!
You'relookin'kinda camaron- Well, you'reouttahere, y today. Won't Jorn-ge be
Eric
just wanted to thank happy! hee-hee-hee
huh?! I
you for thesepast yearsand LaC
to tell you that you have
made them extra special! I Kitchy,
hopethatour friendshipand Thanks for a great year. We
lovewillmanifestitselfagain surehada wholelotoflaughs.
inthe years that lay ahead! Through all the blood,sweat,
and tears. We made it!
-Dieny

you SEARCH Scan, Matthew, Tony, Circle KThank
community Ilove Fred like Hector, Wednesday. Hot Iwish we'd hang out before
crazy and chant "Naked Julie for Burgers.Don'teven we have to leave!
I'llmiss you
Rollerskate Barbie" inall the think about it, Scan.
most inopportune times. You
LoveT
guys are lovely.
HI
loveyou. BOOGER!Thanks HelloAlisayouarewonderful
Harumph!
for making it a great year!
Flo.
-your spikey sister
Love. S.
Thanks for a great year. We
surehadawholelotof laughs.
Through all the blood, sweat, Burper SarahJenny G..
and tears. We made it!
Keep on burpin' girl. Havea Please be my
roomate. I'm
great summer. Thanks for desperate
and you're my only
Hey there in the green the walk this year! What a hope
sweatshirt with the paint. great experience.
-not Rico
-Leah
How you doin' ?

.

...

.
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Campus

Voice

Who is the graduating senior you
are going to miss the
most and why?
"I'm going to say
Melissa Tan
because she's
really inspirational.
She's really helped
me out a lot in
ROTC, in nursing,
in everything—
she's always been
there.
Clarisa Nichols,
junior,Nursing

"I'm going to
miss David Roni
for writing
things about me

"Patrick Bonk
because SU
theatre will
never be the
same."
Sam Doerr,
senior, Drama

on the
chalkboard
behind my back
during class/
Brian Eng,
senior, Civil
Engineering

"Mariam Kidane
because she's a
cool girl and
she's my best
friend."
Rehure
Nyaulawa,
junior, preMarketing

Scan Reid / A&E Editor

"Mitchel Johnson because he's
my favorite faggot."
Heather Reynolds, senior,
Theology and Religious
Studies
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"Brenna Linford
because I'll have
no one to talk
about bug trouble
with."
Adana Lloyd,
sophomore,
Political Science

